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Farkle minkus real name

See the source Comment Share My Name Farkle Minkus. I grew up. And I don't know what's going to happen next. But you're my best friends, so deal with it. —Farkle in Girl Meets Yearbook A Farkle is a loyal, loving, best friend. I think everyone should have one. Season 3 Season 2 Season 1 Young Farky, Dr. Farklestein, Farkle the Genius, Detective Coffeecake (by Maya)Flankle, Farkley (by Riley)Dr.
Turtleneck (by Cory)The Farkle (by Katy)Mr. Farkle (by Yogi)Robot (by Eric)Donnie Barnes, Batman (himself)Hunk, Dearest, Dearest One, Honeybucket, Beloved, Honey (by Isadora) 12-13 (Season 1)13-14 (Season 2)14-15 (Season 3) Dark brown Isadora Smackle (former academic rival)CiscoSheldon Farkle Nation Nature Club Corey FogelmanisMichael Wilder (Young Farkle) Minkus is the main
character in Girl Meets World. [1] He is the son of Stuart Minkus and Jennifer Bassett of Boy Meets World, and best friends of Riley Matthews, Maya Hart, Lucas Friar, and Zay Babineaux. Farkle showed the personality traits of both his parents. Just like Stuart, he was a genius and a nerd; And like Jennifer, she's confident and great. Farkle clings to and protects Riley and Maya, and often says that she
loved them equally until she became the girlfriend of her former academic rival, Isadora Smackle Farkle played by Corey Fogelmanis. Despite being one of the core characters, as well as appearing in every episode in the first season, he was credited as a guest star instead of the main character, possibly due to Disney Channel's strict rules that only have six cast members starring in all their programs. He
was promoted to regular lead character in season 2. Farkle's personality proved to be good, colorful, thoughtful, understanding and, according to Lucas, very loyal to his friends. He is cheerful in almost all situations, and fully confident in his ability to one day take over the world. He can also be a talented showman, and in most of these cases he is also illeistic, referring to himself in the third person (Thank
you! I am Farkle!), which started in the pilot episode and won during season 1. Like his father, Farkle cared deeply about his education and always maintained high grades at school, and was often seen as a teacher's pet. Moreover, Farkle is flirting excessively, especially with Riley and Maya, both of whom she claims to have a crush on although her affections then lean towards Maya as she realizes a
mutual interest in Riley and Lucas on each other; then still his affections were diverted to Smackle, with whom he began a relationship in Season 2. Farkle's appearance has light brown hair; in the first season, he sported a Beatles-like haircut that covered his forehead, although in later seasons his hair was much shorter. He has blue eyes and funky outfits, including colored jeans and multi-colored shirts
over his signature turtleneck sweater. Especially. starting with the season 2 episode Of Girl Meets Yearbook Farkle's sartorial preferences have become quieter in color, and she sometimes wears a beanie that sweeps her hair. History Season 1 Girl Meets World Farkle Time Farkle was first seen at John Quincy Adams Middle School in Mr. Matthews History Class, along with her old friends, Riley Mathews
and Maya Hart, both of whom have grown to be loved evenly since first grade, despite the obvious differences in personality and temperament - a fact she publicly stated in front of the entire room during one of the periodic impromptu speeches that she and her teacher had come to dub Farkle Time. Riley countered with the idea that he would end up looking for Brenda Back-of-the-class Brenda, who farkle
a hard veto. Afterwards, Mr. Matthews commissioned his students an essay describing something they had enough grades to fight for. Maya declares hers with the catchy motto No Homework. More Freedom! Thus began The Homework Rebellion by holding a class walkout, led by him and Riley. Farkle, torn between my Education or my woman, eventually fainted rather than made such an important
decision. At lunch, Sloppy Joe or Chicken Pot Pie? the next day, Farkle easily shows the girls how inability to choose between a sloppy joe or a chicken pot pie, making him solve his dilemma of buying both, although he later claims he bought two desserts, (Angel and Devil's Food cakes) just because he was hungry. Later during History, Farkle awakens from a nap (which she has started while Maya is
verbally fenced off with their teacher) by And There Goes Virginia... Maya announces that their essay is due. Eager to be the first to present his work, Farkle ran to his locker to pick up his paper (outlining peace as his cause worth fighting for) that he had put in an elaborate diorama that symbolized Atlanta's burning, complete with a flaming sheen to mimic the flames. It's going to prove to be Farkle Not
Going Anywhere! an unfavorable choice, when Maya absconds with a pair of them, and while standing in Farkle's chair, attempts to turn the class homework on. However, what he managed to achieve was to activate the fire sprinklers on top, watering the entire room with water. Not sure how much actually happened was what Maya was a Rat. intended, and what didn't, Farkle panicked awkwardly
clambers over Mr Matthews, and refused to back down. In the hallway, Farkle eventually got off his teacher and took a walk with Riley, while Mr Matthews reprimanded Maya. Hours later, Farkle and the school's newcomer, Lucas Friar, met Maya and the Matthews family at Bleecker Street Station, to watch receive your own Metrocard ticket. Just before his greeting some of the female acquaintances who
pulled from him, Farkle found himself telling Lucas that what the Texan thought was a pony was, in fact, a rat. Girl Meets That Boy When Mr. Matthews informs the class that technology has hampered the development of their generation as humans, farkle objects, dedicating his Farkle Time to the inevitability of certain technologies (and Farkle) dominating the world. She also took advantage of the
opportunity to pluck hair from Riley and Maya's head as a DNA sample for future cloning purposes. When Riley pointed out that it would lead to four of them just for one of them, Farkle could only comment, That's amazing. Farkle is What Up? very less enthusiastic, after that, when Mr. Matthews announced that the class would be divided into several pairs to make a presentation on whether the technology
had improved humanity or not, especially when teachers stated that they had to complete tasks without the benefit of electronic devices, and instead sought their research from their local library in tried and correct old school methods to find the necessary information in order to further strengthen its mandate , Mr. Matthews then confiscated all the classroom phone appendages. Despite being clearly
confused over the loss of his usual data collection source, Farkle still manages the presence of the mind to claim Maya as his partner, by briefly sharing his desk while storming his private space. That night, Farkle and Maya join Riley and Lucas as they venture to a place where ancient people kept all their wisdom, the New York City Public Library. After failing to lure Wondrous Gatekeeper of the
Knowledge, in Awe Of Maya's Art who is currently in charge, Farkle lets Maya take him away to start reading from a text called Tales of Human Interaction. Later, when Farkle argues that a small device can easily store all the information in the building, Maya admits that her phone is not that sophisticated. Pointing out that the discrepancy could serve as the basis for their presentation, she asks Maya to
reread the note she thinks she has taken. Farkle is surprised to learn that the bored Maya sketches the view from outside the window, with Maya's results refusing to see that is particularly impressive. After awestruck Farkle states that she never knew she had such an amazing talent for drawing, Maya admits that she doesn't either. With Maya taking over reading, the pair find passages where the author
asserts that one cannot really connect with others into their look into each other's eyes, and that everyone has a soul. Despite her unwavering insistence on the contrary, Maya denies that the conclusion applies to Farkle. The next day, I was Fine Maya and Farkle made their presentation before class. While Farkle still believes in the inevitability of technology, he states that the potential of pencils and paper
is mere – empowered by - It shouldn't be ignored. To illustrate that point, he produced an image that Maya gave him, which he had stored in the place of his cell phone, and only notes, notes, It's all right. Maya thanks her friend, but still completely refuses to look directly into Farkle's eyes. Girl Meets Sneak Attack Mr. Googly Is Turned Off One morning, when Farkle and Maya enter Matthews' apartment to
pick up Riley for school, they are invited by Topanga Matthews to share breakfast with the whole family, which she refuses, after eating an elaborate meal prepared by her own mother. Shortly after the newcomer joins the table, the whole group prepares to watch an episode of Mr. Googly, (as if with a long habit, Maya, Riley, and Farkle sing and sway in unison with the theme song) but Riley's brother,
Auggie, unexpectedly turns off the small TV. The annoyance quickly turned into a curiously tinged entertainment as the little boy claimed he had replaced Mr Googly as his best friend with a mystery woman. In History class, Farkle can only watch with quiet interest, as Missy Bradford's sudden attention to Lucas begins to prompt Riley to distract, causing her to leave the room. Farkle's concern for Riley
grows, as he watches his usually playful friend feature into a very angry Double Boop expression, especially, when Missy cheerfully taps Lucas on his nose, flirtatiously Boop. After circling the hallway outside, an angry Riley walked back into the classroom from another door. When Maya shares her concerns with Farkle about Riley's state of mind, she suggests having confidence in their friend. However, his
confidence proved mis-place, as in an attempt to revive Missy's Boop movements, Riley's finger somehow found its way into Lucas's left nostril. Too petrified by fear to make the slightest step, Riley desperately asks Maya and Farkle for help. When Farkle tries his own version of Boop's maneuver with Maya, Riley worries it ends with an equally unfortunate result. By lunchtime, Riley had taken refuge in
Farkle's locker, hid from the rest of the world, and turned down any offer of food that would only keep him alive. Missy has just happened, and clearly elaborates to everyone in attendance, her intention to get to know Lucas better, while they watch a scary movie together. A distraught Riley later concluded that he now lives in Farkle's locker. That night, Farkle appeared on Riley's fire escape, just as the girls
discussing the art of Always Out There flirted. When asked what he was doing outside the window, Farkle replied that he was always out there. Surprisingly, Riley accepts the confession with a smile, and makes Farkle's request to teach her how to flirt with Missy, which she easily agrees to do. Maya asks why she's willing to help because she claims Riley. Farkle replied that because she loves Riley and
Maya, that she will do what she can to ensure the happiness of the two girls. In the cafeteria the next day, the three waited to see if Lucas would sit with them. Lucas did not, but was soon led away elsewhere by Missy to discuss discussing the movie will plan, in which Missy shyly shows off her legs. Realizing that despite his instructions, Riley is perfectly suited, Farkle decides to sacrifice himself, by
stealing Missy away from Lucas personally. Boldly You're Next stepping forward towards Missy, Farkle offers herself by boldly barking her own feet at the side of her desk. Missy is clearly interested, then promises that Farkle will be next. Frustrated by the whole situation, Riley stands in front of Lucas and Missy, and while admitting she really has no right to interfere, states that she will do what she can to
keep Lucas from being left alone with Missy. Missy calmly accepts Riley's challenge. and then with a handful of mashed potato twins, the cold begins a one-man food fight by smashing them against lucas' face and himself. The cafeteria monitor, Mr Matthews, saw the carnage, and immediately granted custody to Missy and Lucas. At the end of the school day, Farkle discovers the History room, and notices
Riley, Maya, Lucas, and Missy sitting inside. Not knowing how her woman got there, she stepped in Mr Matthews telling her that detention was not for her, but Farkle insisted that if her friends were present, then What Is This Place? It was for him, and settled in his usual place. Lucas reveals to Riley, Maya, and Farkle the movie plans missy made, and invites them all to come along. When Missy states that
that's not what she meant, Lucas tells her that she won't leave without her friends. The stiff Missy then leaves comfortably, telling them all to grow up. Which, Riley replied yet. Mr Matthews then ended the detention, and asked if the group was ready to leave. The four friends decided to stay together a little longer, to just enjoy just being in each other's company. Girl Meets Father You've Just Been Played
With The Tick-Tock Shake Your Body Time School Dance. Arriving at the end of the week, Farkle tells Riley and Maya that at their first dance of the year, the couple are to take turns dancing with her all night, where they are not allowed to dance with anyone else. When the girls are fairly predictable to reject his application, Farkle then seems to settle Hahhhh!!! for one dance with each of them, the Riley is
easy assents. Farkle successfully announced that they had played, because that was all he expected. The next day in History, Farkle couldn't help but notice the unusual coolness between father and daughter Matthew. So when his teacher's lame attempt at a Darwin pun fell flat, Farkle tried to lighten the mood with one of his trademark laughs. After receiving his quiz, Farkle celebrated what he considered
to be His 700th: 700 or 500? 'A' (although his father would later revise the criteria for calculating the sign, significantly reducing the official number) by blowing the party horns he apparently brought to school in anticipation of the event. However, Farkle's jubilant mood is eliminated, when Maya announces that she has gotten an 'F'. He then stated that Mr. Matthews could no longer teach him anything, and
with an air of finality, walked out of class. Riley follows Maya's heel intentions while talking some sense into her. Farkle quickly raised his hand to volunteer his help, but when Tango With Maya throughout the class apparently shared the same idea, Mr Matthews refused. Although Maya loses classes for the rest of the week, Farkle is happy to know her friend has returned to school in time for the dance.
Although Maya postpones their promised dance until the end of the night, Farkle happily leads her across the floor with a tempo ladder while others dance slowly. When she dips Maya in front of Riley and Lucas, the Texans better her cowboy hat and put Farkle Women but Girls Cory Matthews in Maya's mouth, which farkle quickly claims and places in her own teeth. Mr Matthews, acting as a dance
companion suggested a final dance for father and daughter. Farkle watches with interest, as Mr Matthews leads Maya to the floor to dance first, before hinting Riley joins them. Farkle smiles, knowing that while she might think of the couple as her woman, to Cory Matthews, Riley and Maya will always be her girls. Girl Meets the Truth Spear Carrier Revolt As the Seventh Grade production of Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet, reaches its climax point when Romeo visits a seemingly dead Juliet in her basement, the spear bearer secretly here suddenly crashing into the scene. This is a jealous Farkle, determined to prevent Lucas from kissing Riley, who plays the title role. Initially, Farkle's improvised performance was taken quite well, especially when Crazy Spear Carrier demanded that Maya come from the
audience of Entertaining Farkle Nation and take up space next to Riley in the basement, so they could both be kissed by her. Demanding a popular request, Maya does not, and Riley wonders aloud to her friend how they managed to get into such a situation. After the drama ends, Riley, Lucas, and even interloper Maya, are greeted in the school hallway by enthusiastic voices clapping. However, Farkle's
arrival immediately calmed a crowd that clearly disagreed. However, because of Muuuhngg??? Riley's pushing, a mixed mix of students, parents, and faculty manages a polite level of applause, but enough to ignite a spark of acting ambition in Farkle - especially when Riley praises her performance, though Farkle, herself, believes she may have ruined the play. Maya quickly satisfies the sudden fire burning
inside their friend, but Riley doesn't see her harm letting her keep her delusions, even after Farkle appears, DRESS FARKLE! in costume, tap dancing with your toes, to further entertain members of the newly minted Farkle Nation. The next day, after Mr. Matthews's lecture on how perceptions of truth have affected the course of history, Farkle captures his name being discussed by Maya Maya Riley with a
confused expression. The next day, Farkle eliminates the distraction represented by JQA's Chess and Chemistry club, by severing his relationship with the two, in a very upsetting way, FARKLE's Death Scene thus making him free to concentrate fully on honing his formidable skills as an actor as Riley says so. She watches the girls watching nearby and is quick to create Riley by changing her life, and
announces that the Farkle they know is missing - and has been replaced by FARKLE. However, the girls find their friend desperate, and lie quietly in the basement prop the next First Kiss afternoon. After being figuratively and literally tried by Maya to speak, Farkle tells them that she tried to play the upcoming one, but failed so greatly that the Drama department told her that she was banned from even
watching their production for a whole year. He accused Riley of filling him with special confidence that gave him completely unrealistic aspirations. When Riley tried to apologize, Farkle smiled and sincerely thanked him. Unexpectedly, Farkle planted a very passionate kiss that landed on Riley's chin, and set off with his arms raised above his head in the usual sign of his triumphant Girl Meets Popular Secret
Smile As History class prepared to review the legend of Damocles, Farkle couldn't help but hear the conversation held between Mr. Matthews and his daughter, Riley. Apparently, he had received a party invitation from a Seventh Grade Royalty, which his father didn't want him to attend. They both call Maya forward to mediate, and she immediately makes the teacher declare that if Maya has been invited to
the event, Riley cannot leave – however, since Maya is not invited, Riley should therefore be allowed to leave. After making that decision, Maya dismisses the class, which causes everyone, except Farkle, to rise to leave. When their teacher regains control, he has Farkle telling the story of Damocles, a lowly farmer with king aspirations. One day he was invited to the palace, and given permission to sit on
the throne. When Damocles looked up, he saw that a deadly sword was hanging over his head with one thin thread. Maya sees it as a cautionary tale seeking popularity, which Riley insists has no relevance to her situation. Meanwhile, no one seems to notice the secret smile playing on Farkle's face all the time. At the appointed time, when Riley, escorted by Maya and her Geek Party father, arrives at the
party location, her swaggering air completely disappears, when Farkle opens the door. Ushered in, Riley was disappointed to see the meeting consist of only six (or rather seven, as the tall Prettyboy Hipster who initially handed over the invitation revealed to be two shorter History classmates, Academic Section, in disguise) people, and decorated with scientific themes, loudly wailing This is a GEEK PARTY!
Riley's humiliation was made complete, as An ornamental lightsaber dipped into his head, causing him to exclaim, Damocles! After Maya and Mr. Matthews leave, Riley asks Farkle how he can do this to her. Farkle replied that he always thought of Riley as himself, and his friends, who (outside the Academic Section) included Walter, Milton, and Isadora Smackle. Previously, Smackle had contradicted
Farkle who described Riley as the first female guest. However, on Farkle's grounds, because Riley was well aware of where he lived, the event was held at smackle's house (on the condition that Farkle agreed to wear a shirt bearing Albert Einstein's visage, the name of the rival school smackle attended, for the entire duration of the celebration) which, technically, made Isadora a hostess, and thus not a
guest. Riley's instant and easy relationship with all of them (except Smackle) seems to prove Farkle right. Everyone (except the Smackle) was eager to anoint their Queen Riley, who, the object of their adoration seemed to ponder with a wise nod. Harajuku Queen Fairy Queen Harajuku The next day, an angry Maya hosts Farkle (who she chooses to see as a display of affection) to learn of Riley's
whereabouts, as she hasn't seen her best friend since leaving her at the party. From the hallway, Riley calls on her friend to release Farkle, moments before entering to reveal her new look - which Maya instantly identifies as the Harajuku Girl - and expresses her determination to set the nerdy world on fi-yah, as her new admirer 'Yes, She Is the Queen Fairy Queen.' A distrustful Maya refuses to turn Riley
back, and Mr Matthews, after interrogating Riley's new followers, suggests that he can get used to his daughter's new dork side persona. As Farkle led the howling tribute, which Riley sunbathed, she grinned widely watching Maya cover her ears in frustration. The next day Maya now actively tries to convince her friend to reverse her transformation, but to no avail, as Riley has actually gained some more
devotion. Maya tells Mr Matthews that riley they know is missing, which Farkle agrees with the heart. That night, Maya Rumble In Riley's Room: Maya 3--Farkle 2 enters Riley's room in a last-minute attempt to return Riley to herself, only to find Farkle already sitting at the bay window. Maya directly attacks Farkle, and the two engage in a comic physical confrontation (which Maya technically wins with three
takedowns to Farkle's two) as they both insist that Riley belongs to each other. To prove his point, Farkle drafted Riley into the school's Spelling Bee Team. After Farkle and Maya drop each other to the floor for the last time, they accept Riley's request, and the two pull him down to join The Spelling Bee pitted the home JQA team, including Farkle, Riley, and the Academic Section, against einstein's
academy, with Isadora Smackle and her team. After trading barbs with his academic rivals, Farkle assures Riley that he is ready, ready, Choose him to start. Mr Matthews, acting as Moderator, will give Riley his words, when Maya comes in, supplying the card with the words she has specifically chosen - Harajuku. When Riley asks for a definition, her father explains that it is an authentic Japanese
environment the Spelling Bee in which authentic Japanese girls have made a unique look and lifestyle for themselves. When warned that he had limited time to answer or be eliminated, Riley asked what that meant. Farkle, who suddenly realizes how much she misses the real Riley, tells her that she will no longer be part of the group, with tactics giving Riley her blessing to return to her normal self. Riley
lets time run out, and tells Farkle and the Academic Section that he's enjoying his time with them. With a thoughtful expression on her face, Farkle watches Riley go to Maya's place ready to welcome her best friend back. Girl Meets Maya's Mother Art Class Crasher Because it was the last day before her class transfer request became final, (since she had received official school approval allowing the
change of gym and her art period to match the schedule of her friends Riley, Maya, and Lucas) Farkle, finding out that she was able to be a little late, decided to take a peek at her new class. Stepping inside the art room, Farkle handed over a bowl of fruit the students had sketched to the Art Lady, Ms. Kossal. Stating that everyone in attendance should be prepared to check out the evil forty-eight pounds,
Farkle whipped up her robe to reveal her manly physique adorned with a red striped swimsuit. Amused, the teacher advised his students that when drawing Farkle, to start with the eyes. However, Farkle insists that the best place for the eye is a gun show, and settles on a modelling bench with his arms outsized. When Ms. Kossal examines the progress of the class, she takes special notice of Maya's
brilliant efforts, which are a surreal vision of Farkle placed high in a tree in a bird's nest. When Farkle asks if Maya sees him as a bird, she replies that she views him as someone with a need to be protected. However, when a grinning Farkle claims that as proof that Maya loves him, he warns her to leave him alone. However, Farkle seems satisfied that his response was not an outright denial. Soon after,
after reaching the self-imposed deadline to pose, the tardy Farkle went to Minkus Father &amp; Son's headed for the pool. The next day, Career Day was held during History class. Unfortunately, due to unexpected travel problems, Farkle told Mr Matthews that his father was unlikely to make an appearance, news his teacher did not show much disappointment after the hearing. However, as Riley's mother,
Topanga his speech about being a lawyer, the knock on the door of Room 18 was heard, and Mr. Matthews went to answer it. His teacher was surprised, but Farkle was pleased to see his father, Stuart Minkus, CEO of Minkus International, step in. As As Dad welcomed him, Lucas commented genghis Khan is Korean? the obvious fact that his name is Farkle Minkus (detail farkle assumes Lucas has
known for some time) with genuine surprise. Quickly, Stuart Minkus renews a long-held rivalry with his schoolmates in the past, Matthews, culminating in the revelation that he and Farkle had, at the time, gotten another 'A' in their solastic pursuit than Riley and his mother. But his father stated that the most important thing in his life, was Farkle, himself, and asked him to stand in front of the class with him.
Riley was also not long called by his mother. When Mr. Matthews points out that family, is what Career Day is really about, Maya sarcastically agrees. This caused Riley to bring his best friend to stand with Matthew's family. When Mr. Minkus asks if the girls are the ones that Farkle has told him have always been Art Class Clearout chasing him, Riley insmoles Farkle's whispering plea to collaborate his
stories by agreeing, and elbows Maya in that the couple hopes that one day one of us will be lucky enough to be Farkle Minkus's future mother, and have many Minkii babies. Mr Minkus seems very impressed with the Farkle woman. The next day, as Mr. Matthews prepared for a lecture on the Korean War, farkle cheekily quipped, Genghis Khan, only to see what would happen. Before the teacher can
continue, Katy Hart, Maya's mother arrives for Career Day, a twenty-four-hour late Art Performance Exhibition. She tells a story that is impossible to explain her absence, which Maya clarifies as a soap opera audition, which doesn't surprise anyone, she fails. Claiming to be an actress, she asked questions, and chose farkle's familiar figure. But when she asked why she was wearing a waitress's uniform, she
quickly moved on to Lucas, who asked the same question. In the end, an embarrassed Katy Hart forced to Muzzled Farkle reveals that she works as a waitress, leaves the room with Riley, and then Maya follows her. The next day at Art, Riley now acts as a class model. However, the fact that she constantly talks to Maya most of the time, does discourage Farkle and Lucas from capturing her image in paint.
When Ms. Kossal stepped out, the conversation between the girls turned confrontational. When Maya, who has used a felt pen, suddenly throws paint at Riley, Farkle and Lucas exchange glances, and quickly lead the charge as other students empty the area, leaving Riley and Maya alone to resolve their differences in a room full of paint. That night at the Art Exhibition Show, Farkle, Riley, and Lucas were
pleased to see how well Maya came in. Maya is also happy, despite her mother's lack of presence. Matthews-Minkus Meal, too, expressed their appreciation for the painting featuring the place where Katy Hart worked, the Nighthawk Diner. Curious, Farkle asked why only half of the waitresses were pictured. Only after Lucas wraps up the wrap the arm above his face whether Farkle reached a clear
conclusion is correct. The next night, while Farkle, along with her father and Maya were enjoying dessert at Matthews' house, Mr Matthews announced that because of Riley's unwavering hopes for others, he provided Riley with another 'A' rage to Minkus. Thus leaving the accumulated 'A' value for the Lawrence-Matthews and Minkus families tied at 1,261. Girl Meets Smackle Trojan Present &amp;amp;
Medieval Talk On Farkle's day is set to renew his solastic rivalry with his academic arch-enemy, Isadora Smackle, this time in the venue of the last two Interscholastic Debates of the season between John Quincy Adams and Einstein Academy, Mr. Matthews carried a large white box, speckled with multi-colored polka dots, wrapped in multi-colored polka dots, wrapped in multi-color polka dots , wrapped in
multi-color polka dots, wrapped with multi-color polka dots, wrapped in multi-color polka dots, wrapped in multi-color polka dots, wrapped with, and offered to class. Like most of his classmates Farkle raised his hand, with the only one taken by The Trojan Present exception being Maya. Their teacher correctly suspects she's playing hard to get, which the girl confirms is a hoax as one of the many arrows in
her vibrate. Maya's idea of utilizing Medieval Talk literally causes Farkle to begin to vibrate as she discovers an almost irresistible sight. Mr Matthews eventually chose to give the gift to his daughter. Riley's initial enthusiasm quickly faded as he found only a small wood-framed slate with the words The Trojan Horse scratched on it. Matthews then recounts the legend of the Trojan Horse, the ancient Greek
ruse used to enter and conquer the walled city of Troy, describing Farkle's maximum argument that one's judgment should not be based on mere appearance. Then, during the debate, the topic was School Uniform, and Farkle summed up the whole issue as a moot, as in the future, everyone would work for him. When Farkle rejoined his team, Mr. Matthews, acting as moderator, began reading a clearly
prepared introduction written by Einstein's genius Smackck' Smack Academy student, himself, announcing the arrival of seventy-two pounds of raw intellectual power, when Isadora Smackle exploded through a large paper emblem of Einstein Academy and began prancing around the cafeteria to defeat the heavy rock. He pauses before Farkle engages in their usual trash talk exchange, before taking the
microphone, in less time one minute he denounced the Very First Debate concept: School Uniform school uniforms, by championing individuality above all else. Before declaring the winner of the competition, Mr Matthews revealed the topic of the final debate of the season to be held at JQA in exactly one week, Is Beauty Skin Deep? As the moderator prepares to read out the winner's name, the overrated
Farkle must be put forward strongly, as Isadora Smackle is declared the winner. Farkle didn't take the loss well, as he found himself lying supine on the cafeteria floor, moaning sadly, Sick. Hit then kneel down Farkle congratulated him on the valiant efforts of the Debate Team Meeting, and theorized that the smoothie could ease the sting of Farkle's defeat, agreed to the idea and decided to test the theory
for himself, but he held it to his knees and clarified he meant that they had to get a smoothie together. Rising at his feet, Farkle scoffed at the idea, despite Smackle's assertion that he could have fun, by reminding him that they were arch-enemies of each other. Riley then came forward to give Farkle an entertaining hug. Feeling better, Farkle rejoined the debate team, and was somewhat surprised to find
his friend, Lucas, chatting with Yogi and the Academic Section. The next day in the History room, Farkle and Farkle Vs. Smacklé In Svorski's Academic Section, had a bit of a problem, Yogi, the fourth member of the team, had left, and they had to find a replacement. Before they could even discuss a candidate, Lucas arrived and expressed interest in joining the team. Although the Academic Section seemed
to doubt the Texans matched them, Farkle welcomed Lucas to the team. Riley and Maya then enter, and literally floor Farkle with the news that a girl they know wants to meet him. Before long, at Svorski's Bakery, Riley and Maya introduce Farkle to Isadora Smacklé, a glamorous version of her arch-enemy Smackle. While Walk In Session he was impressed with the results, Farkle easily distinguished that
Smackle was simply using his friends to do research for next week's debate, which Smackle confirmed, acknowledging that his quest for Beauty Equality, was just a ruse. However, Smackle may not have considered all the possible consequences, since he began to act erratically, in a disturbing way, too feminine, when Lucas joined the group. Seeing how the presence of the latest members of the debate
team influenced the new incarnation of his academic rivals, Farkle called Lucas off for a strategy session for the upcoming debate. Last Debate: Is Skin Beauty In? However, that afternoon, Farkle found Auggie in Riley's window, with his own problems. Riley and Maya finally arrive, and as they deal with Auggie's problems, Farkle looks at Bay Window Monthly's latest problem. When her turn comes up, she
admits to the girls that she does want to beat smackle, but only when she's at her best, or winning won't matter, and she makes her friends promise to reverse the makeover they did at Smackle and return it to her earlier. But six days later, when the final debate between JQA and Einstein Academy is set to begin, Farkle is disappointed to find smackle is still changing, as Riley and Maya explain Isadora
rejected all their attempts to change it back. Resigned to empty hollow victory, instead of engaging in their ritual exchange of trash talk, Farkle simply tells Smackle that she hopes she enjoys being beautiful, which she assures him that she did. Farkle begins debate, using the example of Trojan Horse Horse argued that appearance alone, should not be a criterion for judging anything, he then had Lucas
wrap their position that beauty is not in the skin. When Smackle stepped up to Einstein's Academy he seemed a little and unprepared, and the Academic Section felt a long-awaited victory against their rivals, but their expectations were dashed, when Smackle eloquently argued that in contemporary society, beauty is a deep skin, her Summit At Svorki's recognizes that as an unfavorable reality, but not a
disputed one. He took the glasses and notes that everyone in attendance was all very beautiful, but especially single out Farkle. Lucas and Farkle can only rudely admit that Isadora Smackle has had a perfect debate season. Later, Smackle joins Farkle, Lucas, Riley, and Maya at Svorski's to celebrate his victory. When Smackle sheeply suggests to Lucas to get a smoothie, Riley objects, but Maya
suspects she's trying to make Farkle jealous, claiming the girl's genius doesn't confirm or deny. However, Smackle does ask Farkle if she would still love Riley and Maya if they were not pretty. Farkle glanced at the two girls he'd loved since First Grade, and agreed that they were, indeed, pretty, fact, he admitted, he'd never really considered before. Girl Meets 1961 Time Travel To The Sixties Although Mr.
Matthews went to great lengths to engage his students' enthusiasm for the exciting era of the 1960s--even going so far as to paraphrase the lyrics of the legendary Bob Dylan classic - everyone in the room saved Farkle, had fallen into various stages of sleepy stupor. Farkle's facts confirm, by playfully insinuating, 'class, they are asleep', in response. Riley shows her father that they are not interested in the
events that occurred when she was their age, and Maya adds that History has no relevance to them. The comments were Mr Matthews Snaps causing the teacher to take his chalk, and Mr Matthews abruptly announced he would not be teaching them about the Sixties, the news that all students, saving Farkle, cheered. However, the teacher decides that they will instead teach themselves, surprisingly, the
chorus resulting from a disillusioned moan, not enough to drown out the loneliness of Farkle Yay, as she ponders the possibility of time travel. Mr Matthews explained that everyone would do a life history project, by selecting their own family members who lived within a certain period of time to research, and making a life class presentation of that person. Some days Is Merlin a Wizard? later, at Svorski's
Bakery, Farkle, Riley, and Lucas discuss the progress of their individual projects. Maya, the had forbidden her daughter to research their family background, very engrossed in using a large tome, Art And Artists, an impressive collection of the best masterpieces made by the most famous artists, given to her by art teacher, Ms. Kossal. Riley reveals that he has a strange guitar and personality Rosie's great-
grandmother's. Lucas claims to be waiting for the arrival of family items sent from Texas, which were left by his great-grandfather, Merlin. When Farkle mocks asking if he's a magician, Lucas demands to know the name of his great-grandfather, who was given the genius, Photographer Farkle proudly, as Ginsburg. Meanwhile, a frustrated Maya admits that she becomes depressed, because she knows that
none of her artwork she has ever produce can be compared to the amazing images in the book. When Farkle suggests the gift is meant to motivate Maya, her friend insists it has the opposite effect on her. Before they leave, Farkle unexpectedly pulls out his phone, indulging a sudden urge to capture the moment with his friends, stating as his reason that it might be worth something to someone someday. In
history class, Lucas and Riley Smirking At Maya chose to present their project together. Lucas revealed that his great-grandfather Merlin Scoggins was a country music player of some reputation. When Mr Matthews asked why he had never mentioned that before, the Texan expressed his reluctance to supply Maya with more ammunition to mock his country roots. However, Maya claims new respect for
Lucas's legacy and vows never to use that old nickname again. Farkle grins, as Maya then immediately proceeds to a fresh coin. Riley describes her great-grandmother, Rosie McGee, as a unique and upbeat Maya personality, who sees kindness in everyone she meets. He enjoys watching the whole world around him, and recording his various thoughts and observations in his beloved journal. Lucas
produced an outdated cast for vinyl records of 45 of Merlin's one hits, and played them for class fun. When it was over Lucas went on to explain that after the last live performance at a small coffee shop in New York City, Merlin spent several years in prison, and his career never fully recovered. Riley tells the story of Rosie's guitar, which was originally owned by one May Clutterbucket, an aspiring musician
who lacks confidence in her own talent. The pair befriended each other for several hours at the Greenwich Village nightlife venue, but in the end, May vanished, leaving only a guitar, and some cherished, if bitter, memories behind. Rosie turned those emotional moments into a short composition titled, The Girl With The Long Blonde Hair, which Riley read, giving May Clutterbucket an anonymous, measure
of immortality. When finished, Riley reads the addendum of his own work, intended to inspire his best friend, because, as if by cosmic coincidence, the description of the title can also be applied to Maya. Thus, Riley Farkle's historic conclusion that the guitar somehow belongs to his best friend. After receiving the heirloom, Maya quickly makes an impromptu song to mock Lucas, who Riley feels compelled
to prance with. The next day, a spirited Farkle drove a monitor cart inside room, eager to make his presentation. When he threw his backpack over his desk chair, Farkle realized he had left the most important part of his project in his locker, and when his fellow students started applying to class, he hurriedly got out. Unfortunately, he couldn't beat the class bell, and it felt tardy, when he burst into the room
and rushed to the front desk to flip Mr Matthews' nameplate to signal Farkle Time. He began by stating that everyone is part of History, and that those parts are able to come together to make pictures. He revealed that his great-grandfather Ginsburg worked at a Greenwich Village coffee shop, Café Hey. In short, Farkle gets Riley and Lucas to confirm that Rosie and Merlin were both there on the same
date, December 14, 1961. Farkle then turns his The History Club attention to Maya, and demands to know what he has learned. Maya denies knowledge of her family, but eventually confesses in the presence of Farkle who insists that May is her great-grandmother, and that she is from the long line of Clutterbuckets. Farkle went on to explain that Ginsburg, an avid photographer, left one special photo from
that night. When Mr Matthews then asked the class how great History was, the entire number of students who are now completely enthralled told him to shush. Pulling out the memory card he became tardy to recover, Farkle announced that he had reached Time Travel as Ginsburg's picture of Merlin, Rosie, and May from 1961, shown in front of Farkle's own picture taken just days earlier, of Lucas, Riley,
and Maya. The next day, Mr. Matthews arrives at his class early, to find Farkle, Lucas, Riley, and Maya ready to learn more history, and the teacher begins to quote a very famous man, with a very famous dream. Girl Meets Crazy Hat From Belgium To Business When Mr. Matthews tries to lecture about the events that took place in Belgium in 1831, his daughter Riley interrupts several times with the
plaintiff's cries of No. It really irritated Farkle, who fell into dutch and Spanish before she could properly protest in English that my education should not be based on your daughter's mood! Nonetheless, Mr Matthews chose to abandon his lesson plan to indulge in convincing Riley's doubts about his future, by dividing the class into two fictitious competing companies. Farkle Time To Climb The Muffin
Corporate Ladder When asked what kind of business they should base the project on, the teacher takes his afternoon snack off his desk, and suggests muffins. He chose Riley and Farkle for one head, and Lucas and Maya the other. Farkle expressed his superior business acumen, in which teasing how funny she is when she appears threatening. The comment hit Farkle, and when the bell rang, he
remained at his desk. When Mr. Matthews asked What? Farkle replied Belgium let's go, before being pushed away. Later in the week, both Riley and Farkle's Muffins and Hart and Friar's Muffins are ready to debut Goods. Although Hart and Friar boast their baked goods are made from all the local natural organic ingredients (paid for by Mrs. Friar), they can't attract any takers, as riley and Farkle's unlikely
white offerings are so popular. Soon they got down to their last muffin, and Farkle decided to test the market demand by putting it up for auction, fueling a bidding war between Sarah and Darby. Later in the class, Lucas and Maya report negligible sales on their side, while Riley and Farkle almost sell all their shares. When Mr. Matthews, noting the hyperactivity of his students, asked why their muffins were
so sought after, Riley believed because they were made with love. The teacher called her daughter innocent. When Riley asks why their muffins are so white, Farkle admits it's because they almost cube sugar in the form of muffins. Riley rejects Farkle's business tactics, and points out that Maya and Lucas at least maintain their integrity. This gave Farkle an idea, as he suggested the two companies join.
Initially hesitant, Lucas is swayed to agree when Maya reminds him that they still owe a hundred dollars to his mother. Flipping the table nameplate to start Farkle Time, the genius states the integrated entity will now be known as Farkle's Muffins, and he's APA!!! The first task of his new junior partner is to fire Riley and Maya. Reluctant. Lucas does fire Riley, but Maya stops, and the two girls leave the
room. Relaxing at the teacher's desk, Farkle then announced a price increase for the product, which was apparently paid for by a classmate's consumer. The next day, Riley and Maya return with plans for a proposed new business, a nonprofit designed to provide free umbrellas to subway customers in need during bad weather conditions. Farkle reacts to the idea by incredulously declaring !!! But Riley
maintains that it's more important people benefit. This sentiment was shared by a surprise visitor to the class, Crazy Hat Goes Farkle Hunting a woman known to Riley and Maya as Crazy Hat, but Mr. Matthews acknowledged being Evelyn Rand, Chairman of Rand Industries. Somehow, she has come to know Riley and Maya's idea, and has bought a big check to allow the Matthews And Hart Umbrella
Foundation concept to become a reality. However, before she left, Ms Rand wanted to share a few words with The Farkle. Giving himself away, in a futile attempt to hide, he easily finds Farkle and advises him to Stop him! He punishes her for profiting from her classmates with products she knows are not good for them. Ms. Rand hands Farkle a dollar (which Riley had selflessly given her the day before,
thinking Crazy Hat needed her more than he did) and told him not to keep it, but to instead use it to help others. Confused, Farkle thanked him in Dutch, and Ms. Rand smoothly replied in the same language. Girl Meets World of Terror Release, Farkle On Halloween, Mr. Matthews Matthews refused to write a note that prevented Farkle from taking part in gym classes. As a result, after the bell rang, Farkle,
dressed as a steampunk version of a human cannon, desperately stuck to the teacher's desk. Physically trying to get Farkle out of his desk, the teacher asked him why he was scared. Others revealed that they played softball, with Maya as a pitcher, and Farkle feared being hit by a pitch. Flashes of lightning from outside the window threw Maya in The Softball Game of Devil's Light, just before the brief
blackout, in which Farkle found himself above Mr Matthews, who told her to just walk away. At the Gym, Coach Gleason told Farkle that it was his turn at bat. When Farkle's attempt to get the coach to switch to another activity failed, he confessed to the coach his fears of being hit by the ball and subsequent insults, which the coach, with his lack of volume control over his own voice, shared with the other
players. When Farkle asked why he should play, the coach countered with why would anyone have to do anything? Eventually, Farkle enters the Farkle Gets Beaned box of dough, and Maya, dressed as a steampunk ringmaster, prepares to throw, but Farkle's awkward stance distracts her and she throws a wild pitch. A similar antics resulted in a second wild throw. Lucas, dressed as a steampunk cowboy,
objects, states that Farkle played mind games with pitchers, but the coach, seeing Farkle's actions for himself, doubted that. At that moment, The Gym experiences a power outage, and Farkle, figuring out the game will be called, taunts Maya that she's not so great farkle thrower Maya wants to take her and she's just about to hit one of her, when the lights suddenly turn on revealing a slightly stiff Maya.
Farkle added that she looks beautiful before returning to the box. However, Lucas decides to help his friend finally face his fears. As team captain, he pulls Maya, and appoints himself as the new pitcher. He then accidentally peanuts Farkle, who swirls to the ground with the screams of the plaintiff Why? However, regardless of the theatre, Farkle realized that the experience wasn't that bad, and thanked
Lucas for showing it, and the couple made plans to go Trick or Treating that night. When Coach Gleason told him to take his Lucas was the base of A Good Sport, Maya Not So Much, Farkle refused, instead he scavenged his finger towards Maya, and challenged her to Take It. The now nervous Maya can feel the momentum change as Riley, dressed as a steampunk show girl, begins chanting Farkle,
Farkle, will sparkle, despite being on Maya and Lucas's team. Maya continued the mound and everyone (including members on opposite sides) cheered when Farkle got a solid hit. After Gym, Lucas takes Farkle triumphantly down the school hallway of Farkle Or Treat on his shoulder past Riley and Maya, as the latter looks devastated after allowing the victory to hit. After a full night of Trick or Treating,
Farkle and Lucas decide to stop stopping Maya's house. Approaching Maya's bedroom window, the children heard screams. When they reached the window they saw a piece of paper had been prepared on it, when the girls pulled the makeshift curtains down from the inside, they screamed again, until they recognized Farkle's distinctive greeting from ladies, from under the mask she was wearing. Farkle
asked why they were screaming, because he and Lucas were concerned. Riley demanded to know why they were sneaking in the middle of the night, and Lucas answered it just 7:15. Both boys convince Riley that there's nothing scary about the neighborhood, and it's actually pretty good. Maya's Gammy Hart then bursts into the room, but is quickly pasted by Farkle's familiar features. When Lucas turned
down the opportunity to learn how to attract older women, he and Farkle headed home. Girl Meets the Forgotten Defining The Depression In class, Mr. Matthews attempts to get his students to identify what the Great Depression really is. Riley pipes up that he's under the impression it's known as the Grand Canyon. The teacher then asks Maya to try, but the girl refuses, knowing she can't top her best
friend's answer. In desperation, Mr. Matthews called on his U.S. students to save him, and Farkle rose up and dutifully explained that the Great Stock Crash of 1929 caused a downturn in the American economy. This resulted in the already disadvantaged working class, becoming known as --The Lunchtime Antics Forgotten--words written on the board. When Riley asked if such conditions could still exist for
the people who now live in the Grand Canyon, his father subtly, hinted that there might be people in his own life that he didn't fully appreciate what they were doing for him. She thanks him for opening her eyes to how negligent she is to Maya. This caused his frustrated father to fake the bell, ending the class early. At lunchtime, Farkle and Lucas build a volcano out of their mashed potatoes. When a curious
Maya pokes him with a straw, he causes it to erupt, impressively spewing gravy lava into the poor miniature village below. The bell rang, and as the cafeteria emptied the students, Mr. Matthews recalled Farkle and his friends. He viled them for leaving the mess behind them, and then introduced them to Harley Keiner And Lunch Lady Geralyn Thompson. As with Electives Week, the teacher unilaterally
decides that Riley and Maya will serve canteen duties. Custodian Duties Farkle and Lucas chuckled at the girls' misfortunes, as there was only one worst option to have, the Custodian Service, which welcomed them, introducing them to their new friends, Mr Mop and Mr Bucket. Donning custodian overalls, son impressed by how adept Harley is at maintaining the school. He explained that there were two
types of janitors, the Showboat who made the presence of the Approaching Storm known, and the Ninja, (which he obeyed) who never noticed because they did very good job. The next day, it proved relatively simple, as they did a good job the previous day. In fact, Harley already considers it to be the least pukey day he can remember. When the trio stops in the lunch room to talk to Riley and Maya, Harley
receives a bad gift from an upcoming storm. Due to Maya's unauthorized attempts to jazz up mashed potatoes, those with weak stomachs begin to vomit. It spread a chain reaction across the people in the cafeteria, and as Farkle and Lucas frantically scrambled for cover, Harley slammed the panels sealing the kitchen off the entire area. On the following things We have seen things ... Monday, though still
a little surprised from their harrowing experience of cleaning up vomit from the previous Friday, Farkle and Lucas join Riley and Maya in introducing Harley janitor and Lunchlady Geralyn to History class. Both applauded their tireless work in maintaining the school. Despite the more disgusting moments they encountered, Lucas claims he won't swap their time with Harley for a trip to the moon (although
Farkle is clearly Props From The Ninja indicating he will surely have). They state that Harley's work is excellent, so it is usually not noticed, but his absence will inevitably occur. Together with Riley and Maya, they expressed their new respect and appreciation for their brief mentor, by publicly thanking Harley and Geralyn for their daily caring efforts on behalf of everyone at the school. Later at lunch, Lucas
and Farkle show Harley how well they learned their lesson by busing their own desks and encouraging other students to police their own garbage. Mr. Matthews wandered and began waxing poetic about the importance of teachers, however, the bell rang, and Farkle and the rest left the teacher in the middle of the speech. Girl Meets Flaws Farkle-Bot Mr. Matthews told his History class how proud he was
that so many of his students had won, or were finalists for the upcoming John Quincy Adams Student Awards. These include Maya for Coolness, and Lucas and fellow baseball team member, Billy Ross, as both are ready for the Athlete Scholar. To celebrate, the couple decided to engage in their Awesome Handshake, which involved a mix of intricate and energetic hand gestures, dance moves, and chest-
bumping, which maya muttered they do every day. This inspires Riley to conclude there should be one for women, and she and Maya quickly devise their own version that requires crossing their legs, flipping their hair, and flicking their wrists, and arrogantly declaring Stop. The teacher continued, naming Farkle as the winner for Self. It was only then that someone noticed that Farkle was not in his place.
Instead, telepresence monitors of some kind have been set on his desk. When Mr Matthews tried to ascertain where Farkle was, his devices apparently developed technical difficulties, with his interactive capabilities, requiring thirty-five five waiting to fix. After the bell rang, Riley was upset that she wasn't in the running for any awards, and said it made her feel invisible. From the device left on his desk,
Farkle's voice clumsily observes that sometimes being a Class Avoiding Farkle doesn't look desirable. From his domain in the Custodian Service Suite, Janitor Harley congratulates Farkle (who has been allowed to set up a hub for a network of class monitoring drones) for winning the Joseph T.R. Epstein Award for Confidence, and asks what the boy avoided genius. Farkle denies the allegations, but Harley
insists that he recognizes the signs, he's not too proud that he knows, but he certainly knows. When Farkle is finally ready for an adventure outside, she sees Maya, Lucas, and Riley in the hallway talking to Billy. Because the janitor has other things to attend, Harley escorts the troubled young man, advancing to the caring company of his friends. When Lucas asks his friend what happened, Farkle openly
questions whether they are really friends or not. Maya just bluntly instructs Farkle to spill it. Reluctant Farkle reveals that someone told her that wearing a turtleneck made her weird. Maya laughs that off, suggesting that Farkle embraces her weirdness, which makes her unique. Farkle's rather testicle reply What's good is to be unique when someone knows you really don't, before turning away from the
group and walking away alone. The Riley Takes His Chance To Help Farkle the next day in a History class, Mr Matthews asks for the identities of the people in the picture to have been placed on the board (Gandhi and Jackie Robinson), but the ridiculous replies given by Maya and Billy encourage teachers to jokingly announce that he is quitting. Soon, Farkle's protesting voice was transmitted by his
mechanical proxy When asked when he returned to class, Farkle made a claim still sick, and offered unlimited answers. Continuing, Riley manages to correctly name the girl in the last image as Malala (Yousafzai from Pakistan). Mr Matthews then explained what qualities the three shared. Displaying unusual courage, they each accepted the opportunities the world gave them, and overcame extraordinary
obstacles to influence change in the society in which they lived. Moved by his father's lessons, Riley sadly looks behind him where his friend should be, and asks to be impeached for taking the opportunities the world has to offer him. Still covered in the Custodian Service Suite, Farkle, not wearing her turtlenecks, initially didn't see Riley slip in it. He told Farkle that he needed to go back to class, and that
nothing could destroy Farkle replied that his spirit was fine, he just didn't want to be like him. Riley points out that actually changing himself just because someone is making fun of his sweater is a stupid excuse, and that he's wearing a stupid, stupid shirt, it's not him. Farkle heard what Riley said, but still offering his collection of turtleneck sweaters to Janitor Harley. The man appreciates the gesture, but
seems grateful that they are all too small to fit him, because he considers them terrible. After reaching the limit of his patience, Riley actually grabs his friend by the shirt and demands to know, right at the time, why he hasn't acted like himself. Reluctantly, Farkle admits that in addition to being mocked for wearing a turtleneck, she is also told that she shouldn't act all confident, and pretends that people love
her, because Farkle Minkus is nothing the biggest in this school, who doesn't deserve to have her friends. Impulsively, Riley immediately wraps Farkle in an entertaining embrace. He told her that it wasn't true that someone said that to her. And Harley's janitor argues that children can be cruel, which he knows from personal experience, as he shamefully admits in his youth, he was a picker-on-er. Lucas and
Maya arrive and Riley tells them that someone told Farkle he didn't deserve to have her as his friends. Maya immediately irates and demands to know who it is. Farkle declares it inconsequenate, but Maya disagrees, declares it the most important thing in the world, and tramples on it, determined to find and punish its own abuser, but Lucas, with the body lifting it into the air, prevents it from leaving. He
advised Farkle not to let other people's words give them power over him. Once again, Farkle questioned why he and Lucas were even friends. Earnest, Riley makes a simple, yet sincere, request that Farkle should return to class. She explained that when she was young, she was a school meanie, and that someone they all knew and loved, was the target of her shenanigans, but the person's desire was so
strong, that it changed the nature of their relationship, and she now holds this friend, who helps Harley become JQA's keeper, in the highest esteem. The identity of this mysterious acquaintance is revealed when the arriving Mr. Matthews is recognized (to entertain his students) as Johnny Baboon. The teacher quickly overcomes the embarrassment of having her old nickname exposed, when she detects
Farkle's presence. After Mr Matthews made sure truant genius was fine, he got Farkle promised to be in class the next morning. Farkle In Gym Class the next day, Farkle was one of the first to come out of the locker area who showed up to the gym for PE classes. However, when she sees her friends also arrive, and because she still doesn't want to discuss her difficulties with them further, in desperation,
Farkle scales over one of the gym ropes, a place they would never think of looking for her, as before, she always able to achieve that achievement. Quietly hanging over, Farkle watches the events unfold below, when Billy reveals himself to be the culprit, randomly repeating his un good opinion of Farkle directly into the faces of Lucas, Riley, and Maya. Farkle heart to see his friends firmly defend him to
Billy, and when Lucas claims Farkle is his best friend, the subject of a dangling conversation, can no longer be silent and admits that Lucas is his best friend as well. When Riley and Maya quickly act to set up some nearby floor mats to provide a safe landing spot, Lucas continues to berate Billy for disparaging Farkle, but his baseball teammates show no trace of remorse. Lucas states that friends like
Farkle not only fall out of thin air, however, his pal believes that statement, in doing so, falls on a pile built by the girls to cushion his offspring. Disgusted by the whole scene, Billy assures Lucas he will realize that Farkle is not one of us. When Lucas asked exactly who we were, Billy didn't have an answer and left. Maya wants to believe everything's settled, but Riley wonders aloud, What are we going to do
about Billy? When the girls left, Farkle almost cheerfully confided to Lucas that I was about to die. Lucas puts an arm over his best friend's shoulder, and convinces Farkle, that he does, pay attention. The next morning, Riley has concocted a Class Flaws scheme to convince Billy of his misconduct. But Be Who You Are Day, to be truly effective, will require not only the full participation of their entire History



class, but especially from Farkle, himself, who easily approved Riley's request. When Mr. Matthews entered his room, he discovered that everyone, saving Farkle and Billy, had visible words scratched on their foreheads. Darby (Tattletale) quickly blurs out that his own daughter is an instigate. Riley (Insecure) explains that she and her fellow students recognize what they consider to be the weakness of their
greatest character. Watching all her classmates admit their own shortcomings, such as Sarah (Scared), Maya (Broken), Jade (Stubborn). Dave {Self-Centered), Jeffrey (Quiet), Nigel (I Lie) and especially Lucas (Mr. Perfect), using the title Billy, himself, has mocked his baseball teammates, causing an uncomfortable teenager to rise from his desk to leave. When Mr. Matthews asked Billy if he was trying not
to be seen, he didn't bother to answer, but Farkle's show of looking for the invisible might not help, as he lifted the hair from his forehead, revealing the word No, --what Billy called Farkle in the first place - hidden underneath. The teacher then notes that Billy is the only one without blemish, which Billy shrugs off by claiming to have nothing. However, Maya retaliates by asking the reason behind her
treatment of Farkle. Reluctant at first, Billy eventually confesses to hating Farkle for his brain, and a group of strictly. When Riley claims that he is jealous, and after feeling a little of what he said to Farkle, Billy asks that Farkle write Jealous on his head so that he can join the rest of the class. Their teacher then told his students that all have drawbacks, but true friends can help remove them. Handing Riley a
box of damp tissues he has Riley and Maya symbolically pointing out that by removing their flaws. Realizing how wrong he was, Billy apologized to Farkle, and removed Nothing from across Farkle's forehead. After forgiving him, Farkle offered to do the same but Billy said he wanted to live with it a little longer. To fully clear the air between them, Farkle suggests they do a Handshake of Awesomeness. The
dubious Billy agrees, and is surprised that Farkle is able to complete the elaborate ritual perfectly. When Lucas asked Mr Matthews if his friend would be okay, Harley's janitor showed up, returning the discarded Farkle turtleneck. Before leaving, Harley told everyone that This is Mr, JQA Student Awards Ceremony Matthews, gave the previous target of his young shenanigans a friendly rocking shoulder. Mr
Matthews then reassured Lucas that people were capable of change. Sometime later, at the JQA Student Awards Ceremony, in a sign of friendship, Riley, Maya, Lucas, and even Billy, have all joined Farkle in wearing turtlenecks. Farkle and Maya have accepted their award, and the winner of the Lucas Scholar Athlete cheerfully needles Billy by asking if he feels jealous. Billy admits to having those
emotions, but convinces Lucas that he's working on them. The last award, chosen by the student body, is the JQA Spirit Award. When Mr Matthews read the winner's name, he mimes placing the word Proud on his forehead, featuring his daughter's name. The jubilant Riley, eventually winning his own award, climbs to his feet while excitedly declaring, Yay! Girl Meets Friendship Nomination Process Four
days before the school election, Mr. Matthews, acting as an adviser to the faculty of Seventh-Grade Elections, indicated that potential candidates could choose to represent this form of government as well. Soon, Farkle enthusiastically nominated and second himself as a Dictator. When told Farkle couldn't get both of his own nominations, Brandon, a new student, claimed he had his back, and the seconds
he had. Farkle appreciated it, but was somewhat surprised Lucas wasn't the one who intervened. A bewildered Lucas asks who his class newcomer is. Riley identifies Brandon as a Rebel class, while Farkle adds Lucas is a Moral Compass. Riley then nominated lucas and seconds for President. His father tried to fix Riley's procedural violations, but let the matter fall. However, Maya vilked Riley's Farkle
Nation Campaign for helping the opposition. When Riley states that she's not running, Maya assures him that she will. By the next day, three campaigns had been assembled in the gym: Democracy, represented by President Lucas, represented by Dictator Farkle of the New Farkle Nation, and the Monarchy, represented by Princess Riley. Lucas bases his platform on the basic principles of personal
freedom, and attracts a simple following. Farkle, dressed as a military dictator, introduces Darby Darby Sarah as the Dictatorettes of the New Farkle Nation and asks the crowd who want to join them. The replies of her fellow students are somewhat indifferent, as Maya shows no one really wants her as a Dictator. But Farkle, anticipating such early apathy, has prepared contingency plans. Because of his
Uncle Morty's generosity, and the rapid production of relative t-shirt factories, Farkle has a steady supply of Farkle Nation emblazoned shirts to offer as incentives to potential voters. This proved to be a clever hoax, as Sarah and Darby threw free clothes into the excited crowd, chanting the popular Farkle Nation! Really drowned out whatever message Lucas and Riley were trying to get. Just before being
brought into the cheering crowd, Farkle Farkle (Nation) Time noted to himself: Holy Moley! I have an army! Two days before the election, all three candidates presented their campaign ads. Lucas shows the first one, followed by Riley, portraying herself as the magical daughter of astride unicorn (actually a horse disguised by Maya) who is able to repel annoying teachers and homework. The impatient
Farkle slightly damaged Mr. Matthews when he urged The Sheep's Head to hurry up and play his video, but the amused teacher was quickly taped by the offering of a free Farkle Nation shirt, which was eagerly received. The Farkle Nation ad begins with Dictatorette Sarah flipping Mr. Matthews' nameplate to reveal the new Farkle Dictator plate. It was later revealed that he and fellow Dictator Darby were
standing behind a class whiteboard that now reads No Democracy. Stroking his pet cat Fluffy, while lounging at a table, Dictator Farkle states that all members of the Farkle Nation love animals--unlike those denizens of Princess Riley's realm, as the scenes of Riley and Maya and the horse in Riley's relatively cramped bed (which seems to surprise Mr. Matthews to be found) seem to prove the point. An
angry Riley stops the ad, and demands Farkle explain the betrayal of their friendship. Farkle's simple answer is that he wants to win. However, when Riley turned away from him and told him not to talk to him, Farkle clearly showed remorse for his actions. Pressed by Maya, Riley steps up and claims that the horse now loves her for fulfilling her unicorn dreams. Sensing Farkle Nation's eroded support, Maya
tells the class that Farkle may have been spying on them all at the time. Lucas objected, stating that friends should not attack each other, and made the Election Day girls promise not to attack Farkle, which they apparently agreed with. On Election Day, after all the votes were tabulated, Farkle and Lucas sat together in the gym waiting for Mr Matthews to Winner. But, Riley and Maya come in with a new
campaign ad to show everyone. His father told them it was too late, because the results were already in. But the girls insist it's not about the voice, but about Lucas, himself. Tje Tje ask Lucas if he knows anything about it, and the candidate claims he did it and resigns stating that the girls are welcome to show friends what they really are. The video proved to be a message from Asher Garcia and Dylan
Orlando, Lucas' friends in Texas. They support Lucas as President, (and ask if there really is Farkle) and also support Riley and Maya for friendship with Lucas. Farkle agreed, and when he sat down with the girls, out of the race, declared he didn't want to be a dictator, because the Dictator had no friends. Later, it was Lucas who won, in his first act as President of the Seventh Class of JQAMS, appointing
Farkle to be his Vice President. Mr. Matthews's doubts about the decision seem somewhat justified, because after thanking Lucas, a power-hungry sheen begins to shine in Farkle's eyes. Girl Meets Brother Farkle In The Window On a night in early November, Farkle stops by Riley's bay window to find Riley and Maya already engaged in conversation. After greeting her Ladies, Maya tells Farkle that they
don't have time to give her attention at this point, and she responds with disappointment that she doesn't feel like part of the story unless they're all at school together. Riley, not bothering to acknowledge Farkle's presence, keeps talking, realizing how the little one (which means his sister, Auggie) who cares deeply about him, doesn't know how he cares about her either. Farkle chose to assume that she
meant him, and hopefully speculated that she might now be part of the story. Riley goes on to admit she really loves him, and that all she wants to do is show her her room. Farkle can only admire how accurately Riley has read his mind. After Riley goes to deal with Auggie, Farkle looks at Maya and declares, I am, I am, alone at last. Maya agrees by answering Yes, you are, and following Riley out.
Grinning, Farkle leaned on the windowsill and called back she knew where to find him. Sometime later, Matthews is outside Auggie's bedroom window, happily watching their reconciled children enjoy a swashbuckling adventure, against Maya as Blondebeard the Pirate, when Farkle makes her presence known. By order, Farkle revealed his role as the widest courier entrusted with giving Cory Matthews'
15th Birthday present to his wife, Topanga, a jewel bracelet. In appreciation, Topanga hugged Farkle and placed a grateful kiss on her cheek. Fortunately, experienced in the peculiarities of this particular student, the teacher is ready to catch Farkle when he passes out. Girl Meets Home for the Holidays Farkle Meets Shawn Hunter Despite their close friendship over the years, Farkle never had to exchange
season greetings with Riley in person on the actual day, as his family always travels to Philadelphia for vacations. But after learning of Matthew's intention to stay home this year, and that in addition, Maya spends the day with them, Farkle anticipates finally fixing Situation. Opening the window and leaning in with the usual greetings from ladies, Farkle was shocked by the sight of a bearded stranger sitting
in a window seat, and initially suspected that he might have chosen the wrong apartment. To Farkle's surprise, the unidentified man called him by his last name, Minkus, which Farkle confirmed. Turning to reveal the presence of Cory Matthews sitting next to him, the man demanded an explanation. Chuckled, the teacher formally identified his student as Farkle Minkus to his sitting friend, who he addresses
as Shawn. Concluding the anonymous individual must be Shawn Hunter, (who had spoken to both his parents from their youth) Farkle confirmed that he was the son of Stuart Minkus. A clearly incredulous Hunter then exclaims, Minkus reproduced?!! The one mr. Matthews joked about the possibility of Farkle becoming a clone. However, at the urging of the others, the two men did look at Farkle somewhat
deliberately, and Mr Matthews eventually asked if Farkle had actually seen his birth certificate. At first amused by the idea, after seriously pondering the question, Farkle realized, that he had never seen such a document. Now confused, Farkle interrupted his own reasons, and heads home with some disturbing thoughts that he requires his parents to clarify. Girl Meets Game Night The American Revolution
Began to generate more enthusiasm for his lessons on the American Revolution, Mr. Matthews allowed Farkle and his friends, to present a skit, the Revolutionary War, which took great liberties in illustrating the underlying causes behind the separation of the American colony from the British Empire, which ultimately led to the creation of the United States. It opens with Farkle, as King George III of England
(ironically the role once played by his own father, Stuart during his school years) discusses his subjects, demanding to know the location of the rebellious John Adams. Riley then appears, pushing King aside, calling himself John Quincy Adams, but he is confused when his father corrects him by saying he's actually just playing John Adams. Continuing, he presents his fellow rebels, Lucas as General
George Washington, and the clearly uncomfortable Maya, as Benjamin Franklin. Maya's reluctance is made clearer, as Farkle, still playing her part, teases her. The rebels expressed their desire for freedom, but King George made a royal decree that they belonged to him, and thus, the Armed Conflict he would never let them go. This forced the colony to declare their independence, for the sake of their
friends and family (or family and friends, a legitimate order affirmed by Mr Matthews). The king then used military force, which (with the help and expertise of Cannon Guy Farkle) with the appearance of an impressive cannon in the hallway. Unsure whether the weapon was loaded or not, King decided to check by actually sliding into the barrel. Tong. after finding the luster, start counting down to turn on the
fuse. As a result, their classmates scattered to avoid a clear line of fire. The American Revolution Ended Afterwards, John Adams waved the American flag in victory over the defeated King George III, whining that he had lost everything. However, the teacher revealed that the United Kingdom still has several other areas and great achievements both in the past and in the future. This caused the careful king
to insinuate who needs you, anyway? Matthews explained that the American Revolution ended in 1783, and the rift between the United States and Great Britain, did not begin to heal until 1814, when their school name, John Quincy Adams, used a long game of diplomacy to turn the enemy into an ally. He declared that revolution was only moments in time, and eventually enemy countries could find their
way to peace. He explained that a long game, if played the right way, can lead people to where they should be. By the end of class, Maya can't wait to rip her baldcap off and throw it as far away from her as possible, but Farkle has grown rather fond of her headgear. Lucas, while still wearing General George Washington's three-corner cap, told Farkle to take Game Night Begins from his crown, but Farkle
refused. On the sidelines of an additional request that was denied, Riley invited the couple to Matthews Family Game Night, both of which he accepted. However, the reception they received from their teacher, when they entered Matthews' apartment that night, was less cordial. Despite Riley's insistence, his father is unwilling to give Dr. Turtleneck and Mister Howdy, the same leniency they give to Maya,
and views them as unwanted interlopers, violating the sanctity of her favorite night of the month. While Riley's parents discuss their status in the kitchen area, (with her father wanting them to leave, while her mother sees no harm in letting their daughter have her way in this matter) Farkle and Lucas make Everyone Here, Everyone Playing acquaintances of Riley's uncle, Josh Matthews, who is only a few
years older than themselves. Cory Matthews shows them playing Family Games, aimed at families, not Friends Games, items he sees, but has no desire to buy. She questioned why Riley should feel more loyalty to her friends over her family, demanding to know if they buried her or changed her diapers. Farkle admitted no, but stated they would do such a job for Riley, if they were needed in the future.
Topanga felt her husband's concerns about The Family Game were unfounded. Riley just stated that because everybody's here, everybody's playing. agreed, advising Cory that his theater was not worth alienating their daughter. Riley likened the situation to a lesson they learned earlier that day, and even called his father, King George. When she tries to refute Riley's statement, Maya snatches the game
box away, goes, bring it to the table, where others start setting up the game. Their teacher explained that not every lesson he taught could be applied to their daily lives, but Lucas claimed that they did, at all times. When Farkle sees the instruction booklet, he notices, as Josh serves as a rope and gift in the stalling game between Auggie and Maya. While Auggie argues correctly that Josh is her uncle, Maya
maniac claims that Josh is her husband, causing the youngest Matthews to drop out with less than a less sincere survivor. Farkle reads that the object of the game is to get the team into one of the board's success boxes, and press the victory button (which Auggie points out) that generates a brief horn fanfare. This voice caused Topanga to exclaim, I won! even though he knows the game hasn't started
yet. Lucas asked what the central circle was for, and was told that entering it marked the Long Game phase of the game, which Matthews had never tried. Curious, Farkle wanted to give it a try, but was told that it took too much playing time. And Cory points out, the victory button is not pressed, while copying his son's previous actions for emphasis, the sound now seems to produce a Pavlovian response to
his wife, which is triggered even by the doorbell ringing. Auggie answered the door, bringing neighbors and his girlfriend Ava into the mix. This proved to be the final straw for Cory Matthews, as he stood on his couch, and as Maya accurately predicted earlier, proceeded to Freak Out, demanding to know what didn't bother the rest of the world on The Night of the Previous Matthews Family Game. Maya asks
if she finally vents her feelings, making her feel like she's playing a family game better. Cory admits that it happened, and is reluctant to accept the situation. With the game setting, Farkle and Lucas's best friends partner, against another team Riley and his mother, and Auggie and Ava, so it seems to leave Maya with her choice of matthews brother. He coyly argued that while his teacher represented school
and homework, his very handsome younger brother was making his eyes hurt. However, because Maya's antics earlier that night had pretty much crept Josh out, he volunteered to serve as host of Game Night, instead. The game finally begins, and eventually serves as the backdrop for the underlying argument between Riley and his father on the right balance between friends and family in one's life. When
Cory happily gets a princess card for his players, Farkle and Lucas claim that because they have the square he landed, so does the princess. Cory calls Josh to adjudicate, but the host declares that the princess belongs to the Turtleneck-Howdy team. However Cory's surrender to his fictional offspring (which in his mind clearly represents Riley) causes Playing The Long Game cards to be torn between
Lucas and himself. Topanga begins to understand Cory's position when Riley's players get a chance to take traveling through Europe with a partner, she chooses to leave her mother (who has been sent back to her starting point due to Ava's makar) and form a new team with Maya. To mark his wife's discomfort, Cory asked Farkle how to make his trademark laugh, which he tried to replicate with limited
success. Farkle advises him to run, but instead Cory goes to Topanga's side, and declares that he is where he belongs, and the reunited Matthews vows to win the match, as do Riley and Maya. Farkle also wants to be a winner, but Lucas just wants to go home. Eventually, Riley was in a position to win the entire game, but instead took advantage of the opportunity to unify the group by starting the Long
Game phase of the game, in which all players join together to defeat the game itself.. When her mother asks why she didn't just win, Riley admits she wants to win to make her mother proud of her because she wants to be like him. Much to her own surprise, the experience has shown Cory how well Riley has chosen his friends and he can now accept that someday Maya, Farkle and Life Is The Long Game
Lucas will play a bigger role in Riley's life than his own parents. He then promised to buy The Friends Game to play with them in the future. Riley called his father a good king, and he responded by calling him the good John Quincy Adams. A few hours later, early the next day, Auggie had to roll in two to finally end the game, but Ava just moved their piece to the last place, and pressed the button. Instead of
the excitement of victory horns, a brief klaxon is heard. But nothing else seems to be happening. Suddenly, the board begins to glow with miniature multi-colored luminous lights, which flow up. All the pieces of the game seem to rise and slowly spin on the holographic platform, before fading away to continue its normal appearance.. Matthews' family and all their friends realize that the long game is actually
life itself, with the main lesson being that friends can be family, and family can be friends. Girl Meets Master Plan The Wonk Joins The Master Plan Anxious to show off her latest technological innovations to Ladies, Farkle stops by Riley's bay window to find the Matthews family is already in the conversation. After they acknowledge his presence by calling his name, Farkle demonstrates his invention, an
outdated calculator watch that he has transformed into an advanced portable computer with enhanced hardrive with vocal abilities, which he convulses containing databanks (compiled from recordings secretly taken over the years) that can be Riley's voice is silent. Impressed, Matthews immediately induced Farkle into the elaborate scheme they had created. The team finished moments later, when Lucas
also happened to drop by, and was considered by everyone to be the ideal candidate to serve as a diversion. The Matthews family then outlined their Master Plan: to make Maya's 11th birthday especially memorable, the children were assigned to she is otherwise busy, while Matthews subtly distracts Maya manipulating their old friend, Shawn Hunter, to meet her mother, Katy Hart, in the hope that it might
trigger a romantic relationship between the couple. When the conspirators show up to the living room, the stiff Maya is somewhat surprised to see that Farkle and Lucas have arrived, but rather wants to know why she hasn't been allowed in Riley's room for the last hour. Farkle attempts to calm him down from the correct amount of time that has passed, but instead inadvertently reveals his watch can also
synthesize Maya's vocal inflections as well. As the ill-ager tightens the warning about the angry girl continuing to approach with her own voice, Maya roughly snatches the watch from Farkle, slams it to the floor, and firmly stomps on it with satisfaction. Completely nonplussed by the wanton destruction of its prototype, Farkle nonchalantly produced an identical watch, and arrogantly secured it on his wrist.
Shawn then withdrew his friends for a private conversation. Likewise, Maya also calls her friends (the trio simultaneously retaliates with Our innocence?) and issues an order, Window. The birthday girl contained... Hardly now! When Farkle, Riley, and Maya settle in the bay window, Lucas has gotten a rope from somewhere, and starts tying it over his head, offering to do a rope trick. Riley tells Maya that she
needs to understand what they're going to do to her for her own good. Farkle used his computerized watch to literally echo Riley's sentiments. When Maya reprimands him, Farkle explains that he is Wonk. Lucas once again asks if they want to see a rope trick, and Maya tells him to stop distracting her, because she never thinks he's a real cowboy. In response, the Texan throws a circle over Maya's head
and quickly twists the rest of the rope around their friend tightly, before securing it to Riley's bedpost. Mystically, Maya asks why she's been tied up. Casually, Riley reveals that Shawn is about to meet Katy Hart. Growling, Maya demands to know why, because she believes her mother will (as she did with her husband, Kermit) cause Shawn to run up the hill. When Riley mocks the use of old-fashioned
phrases, Maya lurks forward with a roar, and completely shifts Riley's bed. Uttering the words he had just taunted, Riley ran to the door. Farkle and Lucas dive through the window, having reached a mutual decision that their part in Matthews' Master Plan is suddenly at their end. Girl Meets Farkle's Choice Carpool Must Choose Between Miley &amp; Yama One morning, as Miley Flatshoes and Yama
struggled to present JQA's daily announcement a coherent way (hampered by the fact that since the program is broadcast through closed circuits throughout the school, a confused Riley can only read his copy in a funny mix of spoonerisms and malapropisms, that in turn, prompting Maya to giggle throughout), Carpool stops by to join in with Ladies, to give you the science moment. Because of his research
paper on Orange Dancing Spider, the National Junior Entomology Society, once again, nominated Farkle for Golden Buggie for Highest Achievement in Research, which will be presented during their (67th) Annual Buggie Awards gala. Because Riley can only babbling on air, Maya congratulates Farkle, and hopes she wins. But Farkle admits that he never did. Maya goes on to state that she wishes she
could be there, but she doesn't want to, and there may be no more tickets available. Farkle produces two of her tickets to the ceremony, and Maya claims she just doesn't want to go. Farkle declares to the entire audience that she finally has to choose between the Beautiful Angel (Riley) or the Dark Devil (Maya). Farkle Drops the Emotional Challenge of Love When Riley attempts to comment on the
situation in an unreasonable way, a laughing Maya almost falls to the floor. Then during History, the preoccupied Farkle was reluctant to participate in the class, when Mr. Matthews asked which country was the United States' greatest ally. The teacher concluded that the Buggie Award season had left her tense, which Farkle confirmed, as well as the realization that once she made her choice who to attend
dinner with, she had to let the other girl go. Instantly, Maya becomes an abandoned volunteer, but Riley admits to being sad when Farkle no longer loves the two evenly. Farkle agrees, and notes that the poor girl who loses will be destroyed, but will receive a consolation prize from Farkle's home game, which consists of her crying while crying her name. Continuing, the teacher repeated the question, but
Sarah simply said to ask Farkle. Standing up, Farkle resigned revealing that it was Canada. She goes on to explain to the girls that she wants someone to comfort her, as she anticipates losing the Buggie to her arch-enemy, Isadora Smackle. Meanwhile, Mr. Matthews noted that most would not be aware of the answer, since Canada's proximity could lead to taking the country for granted, as it always will
be. Bleecker Street Subway Speed Date Maya and Riley each offer the ultimate sacrifice for letting the other girl go in their place, but Farkle insists that this game is Farkle's Choice, and casts her metaphorical emotional challenge of love, which will determine the winner. That afternoon, the trio found themselves at Bleecker Street Subway Station for an after-school snack. While Riley and Maya sit at a pair
of adjacent tables, Farkle has gotten a rolling bench to fake his time split between them. Farkle shows how well he knows them by providing their favorite foods: for it is a smoothie thick enough to eat with a spoon, for Maya it is a pretzel with an excessive amount of mustard on the side. He also reminds them of the years of their friendship by providing each with a memento as a gift: for Maya it was her
skateboard while trying tricks at her eighth birthday party--the only time she'd ever seen her cry--which showed that Farkle had seen her the worst, but still loved her. For Riley it was Hazel the Hippo's surrogate that she gave him for company, when she was scared in the hospital of removing her tonsils, which she has since mis-placed, showing that Farkle was always thinking about her. Suddenly, the girls
realize that she has the speed of dating them which she openly admits, when she goes to settle the bill. Riley jumps on a bench and rolls over towards Maya to compare notes. It was then that a pair of brothers, Sheldon and Cisco, began accusing the girls of their unwanted attention. Before things get too uncomfortable, Farkle returns and warns the other boys that Riley and Maya are under his protection.
He predicted the brothers would soon run away screaming all the way to Broadway. When they ask who Farkle might be able to make it happen, they find themselves, as after being introduced to his Orange Dancing Spider, the bullies retreat exactly as Farkle predicted. Afterwards, Farkle told his friends that he was their Canadian, taken for granted sometimes, but would always be there for them. Riley and
Maya then Spiders At School decided they each now wanted to go to the Buggies with Farkle. Realizing that they would not step aside, both girls swore to the others that they would win. At school on Buggie Awards day, Farkle greeted the girls perched atop the school hallway. When she thanks Maya for texting her the night before, Riley gives her friend a boost. When Farkle also thanks Riley for
videochating with him, Maya knocks Riley completely to the floor. Farkle told them he needed time for himself to make a final decision. Because Riley agrees that they shouldn't try to influence her, Maya produces a large arachnid from her locker, which Farkle identifies as an Arizona Blonde Tarantula. Riley is so stunned, that Maya has to remind her to scream and scamper up the nearby stairs. Suspecting
that their eight-legged pets may be an ideal partner for each other, Farkle pulls out his spiders as well. That would prove to be a tragic miscalculation, since the Mayan tarantula immediately bites farkle's spider's head. After Farkle's suffering screams cleared the hallway, Riley found the courage to come back down. Maya dares Riley to put a tarantula on her head like a hat, which she reluctantly does. Farkle
was impressed Riley was willing to venture so far out of his comfort zone for her, but stated the girls in his mind. When Mr. Matthews passed Farkle Making His Choice with a cup of his morning noodles, Riley told him that spiders lay eggs in my brain. His father just shrinks, yes, okay, before continuing his journey. That night, just moments before the ceremony, Riley invited Farkle to his bay window. When
Farkle arrives in a white tuxedo, Riley attempts to exploit his affection for her to that he'd be a better dinner buddy than Maya. However, the plan becomes chaotic when Maya herself appears in the window. The girls immediately started arguing about which of them should go to the Buggie Awards. At first, Farkle was flattered that his friends were fighting over him, but that feeling quickly faded, with the
realization that they were fighting over him. She confesses to Riley and Maya that she loves them both together because she can't think of any of them without thinking about the other either. Being the cause of their conflict has convinced him what choices he should make. Stepping out the window, Farkle declared that she would The 67th Annual Buggie Awards would rather go it alone, than hurt one of her
best friends - it was her choice - before walking away. Shortly there, Farkle was at the Chanticleer Hotel in Weehawken, New Jersey, attending the 67th Annual Buggie Awards. Like other guests, she has worn a set of golden antennae, with the sole exception being the perennial celebrity Buggie Awards host, Jane Lynch. The host singled out Farkle and Smackle from the crowd, but did voice support for
Farkle. Five hours into the broadcast, Host Lynch introduced a moving warning to call a roll of scientific specimens that perished in the past year, and sang with Swing Low's song, Sweet Chariot. Farkle was particularly distraught when an image depicting Chelsea, (a goldfish that fell from the Buggies Encounter With Smackle Empire State Building) was shown on screen. As the final commercial break for
the program was called, Smackle took advantage of the opportunity to sneak in Farkle and engage in their usual round of punch talk as they were the only nominees vying for the Buggie last night. Smackle also noted that Farkle was alone, and asked if he finally considered himself unattached, and he acknowledged that he might. Using logic, Smackle suggests that, if they become a couple, the couple can
rule the world together. However, Farkle demurs, stating that they are too similar, but agrees to test his theory by trying to see smackle in a romantic way. However, Farkle was immediately rejected, and quickly turned away from the fuming genius of einstein's Academy. As the program continues, Host Lynch prepares to announce the winner of the Golden Buggie for Supreme Achievement in Research
between Isadora Smackle Farkle's Canadian Girls Of Middling Intellect and Farkle Minkus. In no way, the far-right Farkle admits to himself, that he is completely alone. However, Riley and Maya, wearing elegant dresses, refute her conclusions, arriving in support of Farkle. An approving Lynch noted that he is a Playah because he has two dates. The trio stood together to watch the envelope open and
heard the winner as Smackle. Disappointed, but nurtured by the entertaining company of Riley and Maya, Farkle turns out to be gone. But during her acceptance speech, Smackle accused the girls of middle-class intelligence the moment. Back, Riley and Maya Identify Themselves Farkle Find Riley &amp; Maya Sempurna as Canada's Farkle, her greatest ally, who will always be there for her. To
accentuate their points, they sang the final lyrics of the Canadian national anthem. The next school day during the home room, Farkle and his classmates were with Mr. Matthews as they watched Riley and Maya once again try to deliver the morning announcement. However, the problems that have plagued their appearance still apply, as Maya is unable to stop her uncontrollable laughter after hearing
riley's illuminated verbiage. Master can only comment, Amazing. But Farkle firmly defended his friends, stating, I think they are perfect. Girl Meets First Date Belgium:1831 Cancelled By Spring Fever In anticipation of Mr. Matthews finally teaching his postponed lesson about the events that took place in Belgium during 1831, Farkle not only wore a shirt bearing the Belgian flag, he also carried along a
miniature version of the banner as well. But History's class began in a strange way, when his teacher rushed into the room carrying Riley in his arms. After locking up Lucas, Mr. Matthews deposited his daughter at his desk, and declared it was time for The Talk. Riley objected, but Maya urged him to move on. His father started talking, but Riley cut him off. He then moves across the room towards the other
door, but is unable to keep Lucas out. Lucas asked him what he feared, and in response Mr Matthews moved towards the board. To farkle's horror, the teacher erased Belgium:1831. Farkle immediately protested, climbed to his feet, while holding his flag, and uttered an excruciating cry no! A new topic is Seventh Grade Spring Fever, which the teacher maintains leads to a date, then a movie, then popcorn,
then hands meet in the dark over popcorn, then hold hands, which eventually results in that – when he points to where Darby and Yogi are nose rubbing. When he pulls Yogi to the assigned table, the teacher begs Riley not to grow up. Farkle then asked Mr Matthews to consider the situation scientifically, if he was afraid to let Riley be with Lucas, Farkle made an offer of four cows and a top milking cow for
his daughter, the prospect of the teacher actually Dating Options deeming a good deal. Riley then stood up and stated he would decide who he would date, when and if someone asked him. Lucas then raised his hand, but Mr Matthews refused to admit it. After class, Farkle and Lucas discuss how the girls have it easily, as Lucas points out they just have to wait to be asked, and Farkle adds all they have to
do is say No. When Lucas stated they could also Yes, Farkle was amazed. Farkle admits that he considers Lucas a threat just as much as he thinks lucas thinks the same. However, Farkle now sees Lucas as a possible solution to Riley and Maya's enduring dilemma. Because he never could bear to break another girl's heart choosing one over the other, he now suggests that Lucas ask for one out, and
Farkle will take the other. When Lucas asked what if he asked another girl, Farkle simply replied that he would take the girl first. Lucas stated that maybe he would ask one of them out - sometime in the future. Further discussions disappear, when Maya approaches them, and surprisingly, asks Lucas out on a date. Their problems appeared to be solved, Farkle immediately claiming Riley with Make a Double
Date took his arm. That afternoon, Farkle stops by Matthews' apartment to formally ask Riley out, ever since Maya asked Lucas out on a date. This was news to Matthews, as they told Farkle that Lucas was there for their blessing to take Riley out. Mr Matthews did express a willingness to give the blessing, much to the surprise of everyone, especially Farkle, who claimed to have a cow in the lift. However,
there is one provision - Riley and Lucas have to go on a double date with Maya and Farkle. Lucas immediately asked Riley, who quickly accepted. Maya rejects Farkle, until their teacher tells her that she means it. Reluctantly, Maya agrees, and Farkle faints in shock, but she accidentally lets him fall to the floor. Hours later, Farkle and Lucas were at Bleecker Street Underground Station, awaiting their date.
Farkle admits that she fears her nervousness will prevent her from being able to talk to girls. But Lucas reminded him that they were all friends, and Farkle never lost for words. Lucas tries to convince Farkle he'll be there to help her, but the sight of Riley and Maya descending on the station, leaves her speechy. When Farkle turns around to see what Lucas sees, she is surprised that Maya is dressed in
style, as she assumes she will only offer modicum of enthusiasm for their date, but from her appearance, she now counts her spending 84% effort. Farkle suggests they walk towards each other in slow motion, but Maya refuses. As Lucas maintains his silence, Farkle continues to speak quickly, acknowledging his fear of not being able to speak unfoundedly, as he declares himself the best dating speaker
there is. However, when Lucas claimed this moment was one he will remember forever, Farkle First Date changed his declaration to now be the second best dating speaker. With the train arriving, step four inside. Farkle states that no matter what happens, they should always remain friends, but Maya says they should see what happens first. But the night they took a detour, when Lucas showed the others
that Riley's uncle Josh happened to be on the subway The group watched Josh being rejected by a girl named Sophie, because he was three years older than her, before leaving. Maya sits down to be in harmony with Josh, and shows parallels with their own relationship. Josh acknowledged the point before leaving at the next stop. Riley ends her date with Lucas to entertain Maya. Maya is grateful for the
but instead helped re-enact Riley's first meeting with Lucas, when he sent Riley into Lucas' lap. Seizing his own moment, Riley gives Lucas a quick kiss. Inspired by the scene, Farkle approaches Maya, but she holds her hand over her face to stop her. Farkle then gives a passionate kiss to the palm of her hand, which amazes Maya, she admits is not bad. When Maya gives him a display of questions, Farkle
tells him to Tell your friends, while swinging around the subway pole. Season 2 Girls Meet Gravity Day Eight On their first day back at John Quincy Adams Middle School as Eighth Graders, Farkle joins Riley and Maya as they descend the stairs leading to the History Room. When her friends have arrived without shoes, Farkle can't help staring at their bare feet, but is immediately warned by Maya to look
up. He then asks Riley if his father will be their History teacher again. Riley states that she claims she won't, but Maya says she'll believe it when she doesn't see it. The trio then meet Lucas at the classroom door, but he and Riley can only exchange brief and repetitive greetings, which Maya observes, is what they have been doing all summer, and tell them they should talk about it, (a kiss Riley and Lucas
shared on their first date). The bell rang, and everyone went to class. Farkle tries to share a meaningful Hey with Maya, however, Farkle Time Failure she just ignores it. Farkle passes Riley, who has stopped and closed her eyes before fully entering the room; moments later, Maya follows her example. When they finally dared to peek at the girls saw someone new at Mr Matthews' place, and Riley said
happy Yay! The new teacher, Mr. Martinez, told them to take their seats. He then begins his lesson in Belgium:1831, and the excited Farkle gives his own shouts about Yay! However, the girls still couldn't believe they had a new teacher, and tried to touch her to see if she was real, but Mr. Martinez told them to sit down, and warned them that she wouldn't treat them beforehand. Farkle then raises his hand
to suggest Farkle Time, but the teacher who doesn't know just advises him to move on, noting, if you have to, you should. Lucas tries to explain the situation, with Mr. Martinez concluding that classes are used to talking whenever they want, having Farkle occasionally take over, and letting Riley and Maya do whatever they want. He maintains that he joined the teaching profession to shape young minds,
however, when Getting up and performing a Boop maneuver on his nose, Mr. Martinez stopped in disgust. Shortly afterwards, Mr Matthews appeared, putting Farkle Like Mr Matthews As a Teacher all to blame for his return on his daughter's head. Riley is unhappy with the prospect of her father teaching her again, and Maya questions how that could happen. But Farkle is happy to have Mr Matthews and
Farkle Time back. Riley stated that Martinez was unaware that Class is supposed to be about their lives. The teacher then began talking about Galileo, the astronomer who first realized that the Earth was orbiting the Sun, and not the other way around, as at the time, everyone believed they were the center of the Universe, that everything surrounded them. Riley implies he knows someone who's circling
too close around him. His father asked if it was really how he saw things, and Riley pointed out that they were a year older and ready to be explored. Maya then states that she and Riley are moving classes. Riley agreed, and asked Lucas and Farkle to join them, but the children chose to stay with Mr Matthews. After receiving a transfer slip from the teacher, the two newly independent girls stated they
needed any Lesson On Our Town from anyone and left, only to stick their bare feet in the door when Mr Matthews threw their shoes at them. After the girls left, Mr Matthews deleted Belgium in 1831 (denying Farkle once again) and instead wrote 'Our Town on the board. He produced a bound copy of the play written by Thornton Wilder, which he said was his favorite drama. Farkle points out that he
shouldn't teach English, and the teacher says the play is about the history of an ordinary small town, who warns against taking what has been given, through the eyes of a hero who can look back on the life he left behind. As Mr Matthews reads the passage aloud, riley and maya are chased sneaking into the room and continuing their normal table. They admit that as bad as they think the situation is, other
places are worse off. Riley asks if they missed something, but his father assures him that they are just in time for the lesson. The Svorski Memorial Some time later, Farkle gathered along with Matthews, Harts, and Lucas at Svorski's Bakery for a grim event, a memorial service for the beloved founder and bakery owner, Mrs. Svorski. Riley delivered a speech in which he regretted not knowing Ms. Svorski
and his brother Auggie, but his departure has made him realize that one needs to spend as much time as possible with the people you appreciate in life as long as they are there. When Auggie showed Riley the gift Mrs. Svorski gave him before she died, an antique flour shaker, they opened it and found it hidden inside the final version of the personal joke Mrs. Svorski and Auggie always shared, which
brought a wan smile to the grieving boy's face. Girl Meets the New World Farkle's Extra Ticket Choice One morning before school, Farkle decides to stop by Riley's window to get girls' input on other choices she has to make about them. When Farkle greets Riley and Maya, Riley happily greets her with an unexpected hug, while Maya asks why her visit is. Farkle explained he had two tickets to the concert
and had to decide which of them would be brought with him. Riley states that to be a truly unique situation and suspect it will take unexpected twists and turns before it becomes On a newly settled world. However, Farkle, after enjoying their previous embrace, had decided to vote for Riley, and after announcing her choice, went to meet the girls later at school. During History, while Mr. Matthews taught on
the experience of early 20th-century immigrants on Ellis Island that served as a gateway to the New World represented by the United States, Farkle detected Riley and Lucas' unease on the topic and received confirmation from Maya that their teacher did not know that Lucas and his daughter shared a kiss. Thereupon Farkle and Maya agree to put more pressure on their friends by asking prominent
questions with the hidden meaning of teachers unwittingly unable to distinguish. But while trying to include Maya as well, Farkle accidentally reveals to her middle class name, Penelope. Nevertheless, Maya goes on to continue the subject by asking that once someone has kissed the beaches of the New World, are they supposed to be a couple or not? When Mr Matthews tried to confuse what was going
on, Riley tried to deflect his attention by reading from a textbook, but accidentally read part of his Health book - which prompted Farkle to warn against the contents of pf page 73. When her father asks Riley directly what's going on, Maya admits that Farkle kissed her hand, which Farkle insists is noble, and Maya cheerfully adds making her go home and rethink everything. When Mr Matthews asked his
daughter where she was during the incident, Riley denied any and all children in the Hall (way) knowledge of the situation. When the teacher turns his gaze to Lucas, the Texan suddenly rises from his chair, shifts on another table, and races out into the hallway. After class, while female students gather in Riley and Maya with their lockers, male classmates gather around Lucas and Farkle sitting on hallway
benches. Farkle asked his friend what the status of the Texan's relationship with Riley was, but Lucas refused to define it simply because everyone wanted him. Farkle states that after kissing Maya's hand, she can't imagine without it, and shows off the diamond ring she wants to give him. Lucas was surprised by the contents of the jewelry box, and asked how much it was worth. Farkle replied $78,000, but
admitted he got it for free, because it was actually his mother, which he sometimes throws at his father, but because he usually wants it back in a few days, Farkle only had limited time to enact his plan. Lucas maintained he would not bow to peer pressure, so Farkle offered to take him. When Lucas said he wanted to see him try it, Farkle asked Darby to lifted her friend down the aisle to where the other
girls gently accused Riley of coming forward. Since Riley and Lucas are now forced to communicate, they awkwardly decide that they are, Goodbye, Maya Penelope Hart, Hello, Mrs. Farkle Minkus indeed, boyfriend and girlfriend. When Maya comments she can't wait to see what happens next, next, choose that moment to bend on one knee and present it with a ring. That afternoon, Farkle and Maya go to
Topanga (the renamed and refurbished Svorski Bakery) to find Riley and Lucas already there, apparently dating. Happily, Maya displays her new ring, identifying herself as Ms. Farkle Minkus. Farkle noted that over the years she only loved and appreciated it, when all she really needed was a big bent stone. Maya warns Riley about the hypnotic allure of the sheen produced by diamonds. Farkle suspects
that Maya said yes solely to the ring, but admits she doesn't care. Slightly offended, Maya suggests they try experiments. First Farkle proposed without a ring, and was immediately told to die. Then she tries with the ring, with Maya instantly declaring her love. Riley starts talking about how real relationships should be based on real feelings, but finds herself entered by Maya waving rings around, causing her
to ask, How do they do these things so sparklingly, Farkly? Farkle replied that a lot of pressure is what turns a lump of coal into that diamond. Maya claims that she kept it. Farkle then reminded him that he came up with it. Maya then reflects on herself that if she sells Farkle, she can get a house where she and the ring can be happy together. Mr. &amp; Mrs. Farkle Had enough Minkus, Farkle told Lucas
they had to leave, but Lucas intended to see Riley home. Maya then states that she has to walk home with Farkle, who once again reminds her that she is wearing her ring. Maya accedes, muttering. Things you have to do. The next morning, Riley and Lucas tell their classmates that they are not like everyone else, and while they are not officially a couple, they will continue their relationship as they see fit.
However, their announcement was transfixed by the sight of Maya and Farkle, dressed as brides, walking down the aisle. Riley catches a bouquet of bridal flowers torn by Maya, and hands them over to Darby, but the other students can only stare after the couple are shocked. Girl Meets the Secret of Life Belgium:1831 Cancelled By The Secrets of Life When Mr. Matthews asks the class if they are ready to
finally learn of what happened in Belgium in 1831, Farkle loudly declares, No! He explained that the hope in his little Farkle's heart had burned too often. The teacher begins the lesson, but Farkle stops him briefly to confirm that none of his friends have a towering drama, and the lesson continues. However, this was halted by the sudden appearance of Isaiah Zay Babineaux, a new transfer student. that
immediately demand to Get Out! However, Mr Matthews paused to get Zay to settle down, as the newcomer revealed that he knew Lucas from their time together in Austin. Farkle insists that the teacher continued while she was still tingling. But before the lesson could continue, Yogi, quite unexpectedly, asked What is the secret of life? Mr Matthews shrugs, and though Farkle Farkle turn around and
remove Belgium:1831 from the chalkboard once again. Pulling his shirt over his face, Farkle smashed his head against his desk several times out of frustration. When the teacher asks Lucas what he think of the eternal question, Maya also wants to know the opinions of the class's moral compass. Zay laughs as the idea of his old friend being called that way, reveals that Lucas has been expelled from
school before, causing his more recent Car Wash Conundrum friends to wonder how much they really know about Lucas Friar. The next day, Mr. Matthews gave his class a problem story: Al washes the car in six minutes, Fred washes the same treatment in 8 minutes, how long does it take for them to wash the same car together? While Riley asked how that applies to anythng, Farkle quickly calculated
mathematical answers of 3 minutes and 25.7 seconds. However, the teacher told Farkle that he was wrong. A distrustful Farkle countered that he should not have taught mathematics in history, adding that (according to his father) his wife should have been his mother. Mr Matthews explained that his favourite teacher was running a very strict class, and that he knew that he would simply fail in trying to
emulate that teaching method. As such, he adopted a more unique teaching style that he hoped proved to be the same as effective Car Wash Testing. He then told the class that to better understand the problem, they would each wash the same car, and if they found the right solution, they would discover the secret of life. The class carries out tasks outside of school, with Farkle negotiating their finishing
time. Only Riley and Lucas had the effort to fit the necessary problem parameters, so Farkle told them to wash the car together, confident that they would finish in the predicted time, allowing him to triumph Riley Gets Sidetracked rubbing it in the face of Mr Matthews. But when Riley and Lucas begin, he becomes too distracted by his festering need to know the extent of Lucas's secret past, and undermines
experimentation by engaging in a water battle with the Texan. After Farkle reprimanded the couple because the results could not be fixed, and did not even finish with the car wash. The couple then picked it up and used Farkle as an improvised shammy. Capitalizing on the emotional turmoil of her friends, Maya cheekily takes Farkle Admit That She's Wrong a chance to completely extinguish the trio with
an electric hose. The next day, Farkle tries to explain how despite his best efforts, Riley and Lucas skew the results, and try to revive their antics, but eventually have to reluctantly admit that he was wrong. Mr Matthews explained that above Farkle is right, but outside of math classes, there is no actual answer to that problem. Their teacher states that the secret to life is that people change people, which is
why he has developed his more open teaching style, which he hopes the students find interesting. Interesting. then notices that Zay is not present, and asks Lucas where he is. Lucas tiredly admits that he doesn't know, and hints that defending Zay is what he initially banished. This appears confirmed, when Zay's panicked voice is heard calling Lucas's name, and Lucas mutters, No longer, to himself, before
appearing to find his friend in distress. Mr Matthews tried to give Lucas a warning from acting rashly, but the Texan stated that if he made it back without incident, it would show how much they had all changed him. When Lucas left, Riley, Maya, Farkle, and their teacher, followed him out. In the hallway, they see Joey Ricciardella, the school's biggest bully, holding Zay, as Lucas confronts him. Joey allows
Zay to slip away, and arrogantly Learn About Lucas begins to judge Lucas as his new victim. Suddenly, Lucas grabs Joey's wrist, holds him to his side and steps on his boots to keep the bully from moving. Lucas tells Joey that they can fight, but he assures the others that he will lose. Instead, Lucas reasoned that they should each keep their respective reputations intact, and simply walk away rather than
raise their meetings, otherwise they are likely to stay at JQA until they are twenty years old. When Joey agrees to a truce, he declares that he is twenty years old. Lucas and Zay are fully reconciled, and when Farkle, Riley, and Maya follow them back to the trio's class sharing a look, suggesting that while they may not know everything about Lucas Friar, what they know about their friend is more than enough
for now. Girl Meets Pluto History Without Pluto While studying a class of quotes by The British statesman Winston Churchill, Mr. Matthews asked them, What is history? He listened to various answers, and then had Riley read from the text stating that history was improved, such as the fact that the solar system has nine planets, from Mercury to Pluto. All classes, except Riley, are aware of the teacher's
point, that perceptions of history can be changed. When Lucas asks why Riley doesn't understand, Maya distracts Riley by pointing out an imaginary bird, Farkle quickly explaining that he, Maya, and Mr. Matthews have formed riley's committee, which keeps the information they find disturbing Riley, away from him, one of the facts is that the scientific community has decided that Pluto no longer has a
planetary classification. Realizing that they couldn't hide Pluto's downgrade to dwarf the planet every Time Capsule's First Experiment for longer, Maya was told to pass the news on to Riley, who she was reluctant to do. Riley looks shaken to learn the status of the planet's body at this time, but urged his father to continue. Farkle revealed that the time capsule was uncovered in Boston, and showed they
could make one of their own. Mr. Matthews agreed to the concept, and was reminded that he and his closest friends buried their own time capsule during high school, about 15 years earlier in Philadelphia. Later in Topanga's, though though refusing to participate, the group gathered to put their belongings in a time capsule. Riley placed a small orange ball representing Pluto, Lucas inserted a buffalo nickel
given to him by his Pappy Joe, and Farkle Matthews Plan A Road Trip To Philadelphia picked out one of his science trophies. Katy Hart then approaches them stating that she has decided to issue life advice like Matthew, and tells Lucas not to give up on a dream she will regret not following later, but urges Farkle to Forget science, dream dreams. Matthews then arrived with their friend, Shawn Hunter,
announcing a road trip to their hometown of Philadelphia. Farkle offered to leave, but his teacher claimed that the big words would take up to a lot of space. She checks the children's time capsule with some disappointment, and when Maya claims she didn't join, her teacher tells her that she will. Clearly the most enthusiastic of the trio, Cory Matthews brings up names from their shared past such as Mr.
Feeny and Angela. This interests Katy, and Shawn admits Angela is someone from her past. Farkle insinuates Shawn about him, asking if he misses her or has a long-held feeling of reappearing, or a desire to live nearby wherever he is, but stops after Maya throws Riley's Pluto at him. The girls suddenly decided they needed to go to Philadelphia and help dig up the past as well. The next time the group
met, Riley had replaced their time capsule with one his parents dug up in Philadelphia. Once again, Riley put an orange ball to Pluto. Lucas, however, has completed the Time Capsule changing his mind, and encringe his school transfer letters from Austin to New York City, representing his new beginnings. Farkle has also decided to include a new item, her orange turtleneck sweater, from when her friends
refused to let her underestimate herself over comments made by Billy Ross. To everyone's surprise, Maya does reveal that she has something to add too, but insists on being alone when she does. Honoring Maya Farkle's request, Lucas, and Riley depart, allowing Maya to complete her own time capsule. Girl Meets Mr. Squirrels Riley &amp;amp; Maya Rift For the first time in years Farkle has known them,
Riley and Maya have a serious argument that actually threatens to break off their long friendship. Before History class, Zay noticed animosity between the girls and jokingly promoted their girl fight as The Shocker By the Lockers. Although the conflict stems from comments originally made by Lucas, Maya has focused her anger on Riley for not immediately getting up to Lucas tells Maya that she only
responds once compared to every time she taunts him, and is told that she will be dealt with later. Farkle pointed out that Riley couldn't defend him because the basic sentiment behind Lucas' comments was correct. Maya warns that she is the next volunteer - but Farkle becomes the first. Maya states that if it is really more important that being a friend, then the end of them being Belgium Overcome By
friends OF WAR. When Farkle and the others followed the girls in the classroom, he noticed that once again, Mr. Matthews had just finished writing Belgium:1831 on the board. Knowing that the dispute between Riley and Maya would inevitably disrupt the class, Farkle, sadly admits to himself that there was no chance of learning about Belgium that day, and removing the topic from the board itself. When Mr
Matthews asked if the girls were still fighting, Farkle held his arms wide and simply said. Look at them. When the teacher writes the word WAR, in capital letters capitalized on the board, Maya tries to switch tables with Zay and Yogi, but no boy gives up on his request. Returning to her seat, Maya wants to know why Riley disagrees with Lucas' comments, with Riley replying she can't because the comment
is true. After the girls vehemently agreed that they were not talking to each other, Mr Matthews began explaining how the war could come from a single shot, and that the war between friends could start from an isolated little event. He recalled a war he and his friends had during their college days that he claimed was great until it wasn't. Both Lucas and Farkle stated that they would not let it go that far,
however, their teacher stated that his situation would require a call on Farkle Understanding the Escalation of someone with a very unique set of skills. The next day, a stranger (impatiently waiting to speak) sat at Mr. Matthews's desk, as the teacher asked what was the main cause of the war. Riley suggests Freedom, Lucas adds Religion, but Maya flatly states, Pancake. The teacher continued that the
danger of war immediately, is the possibility of escalation to other countries. Farkle fails to see how that could have happened in this case, until Maya throws a ball of paper wads in her face. Instantly, Farkle produces a ping-pong ball gun, quickly pumping three shots back to the shocked Maya in retaliation. With sheep, Farkle acknowledges his teacher's points. Matthews went on to explain that the next
step is to use a mediator to help resolve the conflict, and with that in mind, he has invited respected intelligence from the North, to serve in that capacity. Visitors missed his cue, as he interrupted distorting his features with the footage, and Mr Matthews had to encourage him to get started. Tearing a sticky strip from her face with cries of pain, the guest speaker asked the class to repeat her distracted
introduction to her. A confused Zay asked who the man was, and Mr. Matthews identified him as his brother, Eric Matthews, for whom he had full confidence in his skills as a mediator. Open the door, Eric. The whole class came out, and Farkle and the rest of strangeos students obeyed. As soon as he arrived in the hallway of the school, Eric asked who fired the first shot. Lucas admits he started the conflict
by referring to Maya as a pile of short pancakes. Further questions revealed that he was provoked by a constant barrage of taunts directed at him, which he did because Lucas allowed him. But Maya insists that she is not angry with Lucas, but rather at Riley for not defending him. Riley asks how she can defend Maya from how tall she is, and Maya responds the same way she defends him from how tall he
is. Maya explains that someone has dubbed her Riley Superklutz, but she sees it that Riley, herself, has never heard of her. After Riley confirmed with her classmates, that it was the way everyone saw it as, she asked why the comment was hurtful, and Farkle stated because it was, at least in part, based on the truth. Riley realizes that Maya is defending him even though the un good comments are true.
When Eric asks why he did it, Maya admits it's because they are good friends. As the depressed girls sit on the floor, Farkle joins them, admitting that she suspects her desire to rule the world comes from sometimes feeling that she is Squeaky the Mouse. Lucas asked when he felt that way, because he also slipped to the floor. Farkle admits with frustration that it was when his appearance on his best friend,
Lucas, identified him as Freak, adding that his strange face and strange hair, made Farkle sick sometimes. When Lucas tries to state that being him is not easy, others immediately tell him to shut up. When Zay jokingly charges a dollar to peek at the freak, Lucas calms him down by pointing at his flat ass. Eric reveals that they are not enemies of each other, and working through Experiments On Topanga's
personal problems was part of growing up. When each friend acknowledges their rambling label, Riley notes how strange they are. The next day, with the air cleared between them, all their friendships had been restored, and the group met in Topanga. Farkle suggested experiments that he thought would improve Lucas's connections. After Lucas, agreed, Farkle reached out and pondered the Texan's hair
for nearly a minute, however, Farkle smiled when the results actually appeared to make Lucas look better. Riley's uncle, Eric, then approached them, now wearing the odd outfit the denizens of St. Upidtown, New York, preferred their Mayor to wear, and everyone recognized how much he helped them. Impressed with the skills of his people Farkle asked Eric if he ever considered governing the world. While
Mr. Matthews suggests there are political safeguards to prevent that from happening, but from expressions of interest in its features, Matthews's brother clearly finds the prospect, at least, an interesting possibility to contemplate. Girl Meets the Tell Tale Tot Lesson On Conscience Just before Mr Matthews her lesson on Conscience, Farkle can't help but hear the girls plan to sneak away for a secret
adventure, with Riley trying to convince Maya that she's capable of doing so without telling her parents afterwards. However, Riley downplayed his own cause when he quickly admitted to his father that they were only talking in The teacher then asked his students what lies are, and how lies affect the human psyche. The guilty Riley asked why he was staring at her. Mr. Matthews went on, identifying The
Tell-Tale Heart, a short story by Edgar Allan Poe, as best describing the consequences of a lie. She asks Farkle to reveal the details of her story, but Zay decides to speak instead. Zay explains that the main character kills and cuts someone, and hides the body under the floorboards. However, his guilty conscience caused him to hear what he believed was his victim's beating heart, and was encouraged to
confess to his crimes. Farkle emphatically points out that Mr. Matthews called him, but Zay insists that he knows things too, and to prove his point, uses his heart-beating version (Boom Boom) to make Farkle admit that he faked all his naps during kindergarten, and can't understand how Maya can sleep anywhere, which becomes apropos as at the time Maya snores with her eyes open. The teacher states
that the story shows how strong a person's conscience is - for those who have them - she clarifies, after she wakes Maya. He claims that as the truth finally comes out, so does the lie. Mr Matthews challenged his class on how they would live their lives, and how strong their consciences were. This causes Riley to have The Tell-Tale Heart's expression hit on her face until Maya reminds her that they haven't
done anything yet. Farkle grinned, as Riley reacted to the realization by happily shaking his head. The next day, Farkle writes a few notes before class, when Riley and Maya discuss a clear nonchalance of their activities the night before. When his father entered the room, riley immediately raised his hand, and asked what happened to The Tell-Tale Heart Guy. Zay claims Boom Boom Guy went crazy, which
Farkle confirmed, saying he panicked because of his guilty conscience. Riley then asked how to stop the guilty conscience. The teacher stated the best way is to avoid committing the questionable act, but after doing something wrong, one must admit and claim responsibility for the violation, because it is part of growing up. When the somber Maya makes the conclusion that listening to one's conscience
can help someone to grow, Mr. Matthews suggests that Maya should try the concept for herself. Girl Meets Rules Farkle Faces Maya Time One morning, when class hours reach 8:01 a.m., without an appearance by Mr. Matthews, Farkle begins to wonder if they will have a substitute teacher, which she does not because he won't know where they are. Although Riley told him to calm down, Farkle began to
worry that he would never learn anything again, and cried that he would come down to his teacher, before recalling that Mr Matthews was not there. When Riley immediately struggles to put Farkle back upright, Maya decides that without Mr. Mathews present, and with Farkle unwell, she declares it It's Maya Time. Riley objected, as he claimed Farkle remained, but gave up, when Farkle fell off his desk in
the opposite direction. Farkle manages to get up, only to be knocked to the floor again by Maya, when she hits him with a frisbee she returns to Jeffrey. Farkle appears once again, but is cut down by a barrage of ping pong balls that were initially fired by Riley and quickly joined maya. Mr Matthews then arrived, and asked his students when his generosity allowed the class to become a zoo. Lying on the
floor, after spitting on a ping pong ball, Farkle joins the whole class (saving Lucas) by saying they are sorry. Mr. Matthews then decided that the entire class, except Lucas the Good, would all have detention that afternoon, but a short text message sent from Lucas to the teacher, ensured that the Texan would also join his classmates. By 3:00 p.m., Mr. Matthews had written on the board, Detention Everyone!
After Farkle and his fellow students had taken their seats, the teacher announced that he was locking them in the room without his supervision, forcing them to spend time with themselves. The First 2 Minutes of Detention Without rules to impede them, he voiced his suspicion that they would start eating each other within the first minute. After reminding them he would release the survivors within an hour, Mr
Matthews seductively shook the lock through the door window before leaving. Almost instantly, despite denying that he was short of breath, Farkle began having trouble breathing as he detected rising levels of carbon dioxide in the room. Maya flatly states that Farkle gotsta gone. The confused Farkle can only respond to I gotsta? Riley then steps forward, pointing out that quarrels are what his father
expects of them, and they shouldn't act like animals. Lucas suddenly declares that he's hungry. Rising to stand behind Farkle, Lucas noted he had never felt such hunger before. Maya admits to sharing that hunger, which she states in and must attend. Riley told his friends to show some discipline, but after seeing that they had all been detained for just a minute, admitted that he could eat too. When his
friends start meeting about him, Farkle gets to his feet, and nervously retreats from the approaching trio. Riley took it, and stated that to prove his father wrong, he proposed they create the perfect society that he dubbed Rileytown, which is the land of kindness and rainbows, where everyone intervenes their fingers and folds them in front of themselves. Maya dismisses the concept as too lollipop. Riley
insists his side will have order, and fold the hand mentioned above, and ask what Maya recommends. Maya instead offers Mayaville, which she clarifies (while stepping on Farkle's desk) will have no rules, laws, hand folds, and no one will say no (though she gives no curse to Farkle's excited face). excited). states that he has order and Maya has chaos. Maya counters that Riley is a lollipop while she has
Wooo! Riley admits that his situation may bring out the worst in it but points out that at least time passes. When the clock shows a new class entering the second minute of their incarceration, Maya declares they should eat Riley. Stretching his arms, Riley acquired, but the set didn't bite. The next minute becomes a frenzy of student activity, as Mayaville's Farkle Chooses desk is moved and decorations
hung, clearly marking the difference between Rileytown and Mayaville. With only Farkle remaining neutral, Yindra, Jeffrey, Jade, Sarah, and Dave, choose to move their desks in front to join Riley in Rileytown, while the rest of the class helps Maya and Lucas form a barricade at the back of the room to represent Mayaville. When Riley asks why not everyone can just form one happy society that does what
she says, Maya replies that it's because they're not her. Farkle exposes at that point by explaining why he could never choose between Riley and Maya. If she was always with Riley, she showed what she imagined life would be like by gently shaking her head and singing L.A., la, la, la... (which Riley found himself copying). On the other hand, Farkle describes life with Maya by growling and clawing at the
air and spying on Decensus In Ciniculi Cavum. (to which Maya answers with her own inhumane intestinal cries). Thus, Farkle concluded he needed them both to maintain balance. Riley asks which of them he'll side with now, but before Farkle can retaliate, Maya reveals that the second-class door isn't locked. Maya ignores Riley's warning that they're in detention, by setting her own rules, the first being
See you, Sucker! When Maya leaves, she quickly joins Darby, Clarissa, Wyatt and the rest of Mayaville. Farkle translated a Latin phrase he said earlier as We had dropped a rabbit hole. And for the sake of those chasing them and ever on. Maya leads the group into the Shop area and lockers as they pile up items to give each appearance a scarier look. Finally, they gather in the Art Room to apply war
paint to each other, (although Farkle also paints a yellow pointed five-star mark on a garbage can he made as a shield) to complete their new look. Upon completion, Maya and her followers burst through the art room door, screaming down the second-floor hallway they reach the stairs, only to find no one around for them to pursue, because they are all still in detention. Farkle rudely observes that he's
finally cool, but no one notices. To try to revive their rebellious spirit, Maya attempts to break into a vending machine. But all he achieved was to hurt his leg. . When Lucas asked what good their antics would be if no one was around to see them, they, see that as a challenge to his leadership, and draw him up close. Lucas says he wants to be called Mad Dog but Maya suggests he's more like Mary's little
lamb. Farkle echoes lucas and Maya's sentiments as well as approaching him, where he excitedly declares I'm Batman. The sudden noise caused the group to hide, as Harley's Janitor was seen pushing his creaking custodial cart. Harley agrees with Mad Dog and Batman, and speaks from experience, noting that even bad boys have some kindness, and need a good children's presence around to find
aspects in themselves. Lucas claims he can't imagine Harley ever being so threatening, and Harley shows a previous personality by causing the vending machine to hand over its contents with just a sideways glance. After the janitor moves in, Maya admits to meaning that maybe they need a good child around. Darby expresses a lack of kindness in Riley Tames Mayaville's group, causing Maya to
conclude that they need to steal one, and everyone returns to the history room. Girl Meets Storm Girl Meets Mr. Squirrels Go to Washington Girls Meet New Girl Teachers Meet Fish Girls Meet Girls Yearbook Meets Semi-Formal Girls Meet Girls Creativity Meets Farkle Girls Meet Cory and Topanga Girls Meet Rileytown Girls Meet Rah Rah Girl Meets Texas (Part 1) Girl Meets Texas (Part 2) Girl Meets
Texas (Part 3) Girl Meets the Forgiveness Project Girl Meets Belief Girl Meets the New Year Girl Meets STEM Girl Meets Money Girl Meets Commonism Girl Meets the Bay Window Girl Meets Legacy Season 3 Girl Meets High School (Part 1) Girl Meets High School (Part 2) Girl Meets Jexica Girl Meets Permanent Record Girl Meets Triangle Girl Meets Upstate Girl Meets Ski Lodge (Part 1) Girl Meets Ski
Lodge (Part 2) Girl Meets the Real World Girl Meets Bear Girl Meets the Great Lady of New York In this episode , Farkle learned that he was of Jewish descent and that he had ancestors who died in the Holocaust. He also discovered that his great-grandfather was adopted by a Danish family, the Minkuses, who gave him a much better way of life after his birth parents died. Girl Meets World: Of Terror 3
Girl Meets Her Monster Girl Meets Hollyworld Girl Meets Her Monster Girl Meets Hollyworld Girl Meets a Christmas Maya Relationships Family Stuart Minkus Main article: Stuart Minkus See also: Farkle and Stuart Stuart Minkus are Farkle's father. Coincidentally, Stuart used to go to school with Cory and Topanga and now his son goes to school with their daughter. She made her GMW debut in Girl Meets
Maya's Mother. He's said to be a great father. Jennifer Bassett Minkus Main article: Jennifer Bassett Minkus Jennifer is Farkle's mother. He's apparently a very good cook. Farkle has also that she often throws her wedding ring ($78,000) at her husband, but that she usually wants it back on Thursday. She made her debut in Girl Meets Farkle. The unnamed sibling is not yet known how much he has.
Ginsburg Ginsburg article: Ginsburg A beatnik coffee shop worker who was one of Farkle's great-grandfathers. One night, he meets Maya and Riley's great-grandmother and Lucas' great-grandfather. Friends of Lucas Friar Best Friend Main article: Lucas Friar See also: Farkle and Lucas Lucas are Farkle's best friends. After knowing each other for several weeks, Lucas was surprised to learn that Farkle's
last name was Minkus. Lucas cares deeply about Farkle, and will not hesitate to defend him, even if it is physically. In Girl Meets Flaws, they are known as best friends. In Girl Meets Texas (Part 1) Farkle says she would love it if she grew up with Lucas in Texas because it reminded her of home. In Girl Meets Triangle she also helps Lucas decide between Riley and Maya and is there to support her in the
final decision. Riley Matthews Close Friend/Crush Main Article: Riley Matthews See also: Farkle and Riley Riley are some of Farkle's closest friends. She used to have a crush on him, however, like her love for Maya, this crush was one-sided. In episode 5, Girl Meets the Truth, Farkle gives Riley her 'first kiss'. (Farkle actually ends up kissing Riley's chin - she initially aims for her lips, but Riley avoids it - but
Maya insists it matters.) It is featured in several episodes such as Girl Meets the Truth, Girl Meets Flaws, Girl Meets Texas (Part 3) that Farkle and Riley share a strong and deep bond. Maya Hart Close Friend/Former Crush Main article: Maya Hart See also: Farkle and Maya Maya are one of Farkle's closest friends, who used to have a crush. Like his love for Riley, this crush is also one-sided. Maya tends
to get annoyed with him and somewhat creeps out by his love for her; Nevertheless, she considers him a friend, and is very protective of him, although sometimes he intimidates her. Farkle's crush seems more dictated to Maya than on Riley. Main article Friend: Zay Babineaux See also: Farkle and Zay Zay are Farkle's second best friends. They become very close, although sometimes they compete for
Lucas's attention, each claiming to be his best friend. Isadora Smackle Former Academic Rival/Girlfriend Main article: Isadora Smackle See also: Farkle and Isadora Isadora Smackle are former farkle skolat rivals of einstein academy. Although they share a lot of interest Farkle tends to ignore it unless they are in a direct academic competition. She also harbors a fairly obvious crush on him, which leaves
her unconscious. However, after she was almost diagnosed with Asperger's and Isadora also happened to be diagnosed with the same sydrome, they have since come closer. Farkle also persuaded him to come to John Quincy Adams Middle School. She admits to Cory that looking into her goofy, brown eyes made her lovestruck. By Girl Meets the New Year, she and Farkle are dating. It was revealed that
Girl Meets Permanent Record states that she dated Smackle because she wanted to raise her level, during her conversation with Riley in her Main Article Academic Section: Academic Section Academic Section is Farkle's closest intellectual friend. They seem to be outstanding students, and Farkle thinks highly enough of them to include both on the JQA Spelling Bee and Debate teams. Cory Matthews
Main article: Cory Matthews See also: Cory and Farkle Cory are teachers of Farkle History. Their families are friends. Farkle made no secret of her affection for Cory's daughter Riley. Cory loves Farkle Time, and when she realizes Farkle doesn't physically show up to class in Girl Meets Flaws, she's surprised, because Farkle never misses a day of her life. Auggie Matthews See also: Auggie and Farkle
Auggie and Farkle are friends. They don't really hang out together alone apart from one time. Auggie asks Farkle for girl advice in one episode. Quotes Season 1 Girl Meets World (episode) Girl Meets Boy Girl Meets Sneak Attack Girl Meets the Truth Girl Meets Popular Girl Meets Maya's Mother Girl Meets Smackle Girl Meets 1961 Girl Meets Crazy Hat Girl Meets World: From Terror Girl Meets Forgotten
Girl Meets Disabled Girl Meet Girl The Night Girl Meets Master Plan Girl Meets Girl Farkle Meets First Date Season 2 Girls Meet Girls New World Meets Secret Girl Life Meets Girl Rules Meet the Storm Girl Meet New Teacher Girl Meet Fish Girl Yearbook I find out who I am. What is Farkle anyway? Farkle is a nerdy, little scientist genius. So it's okay if I stay my scientist? And you're going to allow me to run
some tests? In order for living organisms to develop, it is necessary to be allowed to grow. I probably don't wear my turtlenecks every day. I want to take over myself first. But then yes, the world. Thank. I never wanted that to change. Maya, the people you know aren't here anymore. I feel yes. Let's say you and I play by our own rules. Riley, I came to check on you because, well, I was kind of expecting this.
Donnie Barnes, regular guy. That's a catch phrase. And Donnie Barnes doesn't need any catch phrases. You know why? I'm Donnie Barnes. When I look like this, I don't have to think, do I, Lucas? You didn't get it, did you? I'm Donnie Barnes, common man! Donnie Barnes is who I really am. Farkle Minkus is my other personality. No, Farkle's gone. You'll never see him again. Wow, we must have very poor
quality control. Guess what, you took another nice picture, you freak! Girl Meets Semi-Formal Girl Meets Creativity Girl Meets Farkle Girl Meets Rileytown Girl Meets World: Of Terror 2 Girl Meets Rah Rah Girl Meets Texas (Part 1) Girl Meets Texas (Part 2) Girl Meets Texas (Part 3) Girl Meets Belief Girl Meets the New Year Tell them you still like Lucas Riley, just the truth is don't start the new year with a lie
I did it for you Riley, I care deeply about you and want you to know that truth is always the best thing. Harper says this all comes on on It costs you Riley, and your happiness. Riley still loves Lucas. Sorry you guys, I did the right thing, I hope you can forgive me. Girl Meets STEM Girl Meets Money Girl Meets Commonism Girl Meets the Bay Window Girl Meets Legacy Season 3 Girl Meets High School (Part
1) Girl Meets High School (Part 2) Girl Meets Jexica Girl Meets Permanent Record Girl Meets Triangle Girl Meets Upstate Girl Meets Ski Lodge (Part 1) Girl Meets Ski Lodge (Part 2) Girl Meets the Real World Girl Meets a Bear Girl Meets a Great Woman New York Girl Meets She Doesn't Like Me Girl Meets Her Monster Girl Meet Maya Girl Christmas Meets a Sweet SixteenTh Girl Meets Parting
Appearance Season One Season Two Season Three Appearances: 69/72 Trivia She shares her name with the dice-throwing game Farkle, known for her complicated scoring rules. At one point, the curfew was 7:30 p.m. His name was originally intended to be Shamus Farkle. His equivalent character in Boy Meets World is his father, Stuart Minkus He has Aunt Barbara who tends to kiss people on the lips.
He has Uncle Morty in the T-shirt business. He is a member of the JQA Chemistry and Drama club and the Spelling Bee and Debate team. At AAHS, he was a member of the Nature club. Farkle was absent from Girl Meets Demolition during season 1 of Farkle's absence in Girl Meets World: Of Terror 2 during season 2, but was mentioned. Farkle was absent from Girl Meets I Do during season 3. Farkle has
been absent for three episodes throughout the series. Farkle proved multilingual, including English, Spanish, French, German, Dutch, and Portuguese. Disney has created the Farkle Nation website which has since been removed Before Girl Meets Farkle, the recurring joke being that Farkle may be a robot or clone, because no one has ever found her birth certificate. Farkle has secretly been recording Riley
and Maya for years to compile their voice linguistic databank, for his customized speech watches. He wants a family with eleven children. Farkle is claustrophobic. Farkle wore turtlenecks because as a child, she had sanguivoriphobia. He used to wear glasses. GMW writers have revealed that in Girl Meets the Forgiveness Project, Farkle wrote her letter to the International Turtleneck Association, informing
them that it was time for a change. [Citation needed] His favorite movie is Star Wars Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back. He's collecting Lepidoptera. In Girl Meets Christmas Maya, it is revealed that Farkle is partLy Jewish. The Gallery of Images for Farkle Minkus can be seen here. See also: Farkle Time See also: Farkle Nation Reference Community Content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
stated. Note.
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